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SECTION I
INTRODUCTION

1. This handbook contains the basic technical in- describe the same unit. "Governor Control" and "Prol
structions for the equipment involved. peller Control" are the same, and a governor used with

2. It includes a detailed description of parts, instal- a Counterweight type propeller is the same as a
lation and removal procedure, a description of opera- Counterweight governor. These variations in nomen-

tion, service instructions, and overhaul instructions clature are mentioned because they are in current use

for Constant Speed Controls used with Hamilton by Field personnel.
Standard Counterweight type propellers. Throughout 3. The governors involved are manufactured by
this handbook the terms "Constant Speed Control" the Woodward Governor Company under license
and "Governor" will be used interchangeably to agreement with United Aircraft Corporation.

SECTION II
DESCRIPTION

1. GENERAL DESCRIPTION. maintain a constant engine speed under varying flight
a. GENERAL. conditions. It is limited in doing this only by the blade

(1) The constant speed control used with the angle range available in the propeller. Its several de-
Hamilton Standard Counterweight type propeller is signs permit mounting on the engine nose pad, the gun
a self-contained governor which automatically directs synchronizer pad, or the rear auxiliary pad used on

the adjustment of propeller blade angle necessary to - certain engines.

Figure 1-Front View of S¡ngle Capac¡fy Governor F¡gure 2-Rear View of Single Capac¡fy Governor
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counterweight brackets, turns the blades toward a

lower pitch. The oil used to 'move the cylinder is
metered to the propeller by the constant speed con-

trol. Operation is completely described in section IV.

ON - SPEEO (2) If the engine speed drops below the rpm for
which the governor is set (see figure 3), the rota-

tional force on the engine driven governor fly-weights
(2) becomes less. This allows the speeder spring (1)

IINDEasPEED to move the pilot valve (3) downward. With the
pilot valve in the downward position, oil from the gear
type pump flows through passage (4) to the propeller
and moves the cylinder (6) outward. This, in turn,
decreases the blade angle and permits the engine to

OVERSPEEO
return to the on-speed setting. If the engine speed

increases above the rpm for which the governor is
set, the fly-weights (2) move against the force of
the speeder spring (1) and raise the pilot valve (3).
This permits the oil in the propeller to drain out
through the governor drive shaft. As the oil leaves
the propeller, the centrifugal force acting on the
counterweights (5) turns the blades to a higher angle,

which decreases the engine rpm. When the engine is
exactly at the rpm set by the governor, the centrifugal

reaction of the fly-weights (2) balances the force of
the speeder spring, positioning the pilot valve (3) so
that oil is neither supplied to nor drained from the

Figure 3-·-Basic Operating Diagram propeller. With this condition, propeller blade angle
1 SPEEDER SPRING 4 PROPELLER-GOVERNOR LINE does not change. Note that the rpm setting is made
2 FLY-WEIGHT 5 PROPELLER COUNTERWEIGHT
3 PILOT VALVE 6 PROPELLER CYLINDER by varying the amount of compression in the speeder

spring. Positioning of the speeder rack is the only
(2) A governor consists of: a gear type pump

action controlled manually, all others being con-
which boosts oil from the engine lubricating system to

trolled automatically within the governor.
the pressure required to operate the propeller pitch
changing mechanism; a pilot valve actuated by spring c. TYPICAL APPLICATIONS.
balanced fly-weights which controls the flow of oil (1) SINGLE CAPACITY.-The single capacity
to and from the propeller; a relief valve system which type constant speed control for Counterweight type
limits the output pressure of the gear pump; and a propellers is used on aircraft requiring an average
pulley arrangement which regulates the compression

rate of propeller response. A typical installation would
of the sprmg. be the trainer aircraft currently used by the military.

b. BASIC OPERATING PRINCIPLES* (2) DOUBLE CAPACITY.-The double capac-
(1) In order to understand better the operation ity type was developed to meet the higher rate of

of the Counterweight governor, it is advantageous to pitch change found desirable in certain more highly
understand the basic operating principles of the maneuverable military aircraft.
Counterweight propeller. The Counterweight type

d. MODEL DESIGNATION SYSTEM.propeller changes pitch by the use of two forces: an

inherent twisting moment toward high pitch due to (1) The Hamilton Standard Propellers model

the action of centrifugal force on counterweights designation system for Constant Speed Controls is
fastened by rigid brackets to the blades, and an oppos- arranged so that the three main assemblies, namely,

ing and controlling twisting moment acting also on head, body, and base, and the modifications of each

the counterweight brackets applied by a hydraulic are shown in the identification symbols. The numbers
piston-cylinder arrangement. This piston-cylinder and letter group preceding the dash indicate the basic
mechanism is so designed that, when oil is forced into design of head, body, and base (in that order) used

the piston chamber, the cylinder moves outward on in the governor, and the letters and number group
the piston (which is screwed onto the propeller shaft) following the dash indicate the modification of each,

and, by use of a sliding cam arrangement in the again in the order named.
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(2) For example, in a governor designated as enamel finish. As shown in figure 22, four positions of

model 1Q12-G1A the first number "1" indicates the the head relative to the body are possible because of

model 1 head; the first letter "Q" indicates the model the symmetric design of the parting surfaces of both.
Q body; and the second number "12" indicates the The speeder rack bore is machined into the head per-

model 12 base. In the modification group following the pendicular to the head-body parting surface. Four
dash, the first letter is the modification of the model steel studs screwed into the head, together with

head, in this case being modification "G". In other washers, nuts, and palnuts, serve to attach the head
words, the model 1 head used in this governor has to the body. These studs need not be removed except

been manufactured to modification "G". When speak- for replacement.

ing of this head assembly alone, it is referred to as a 2. The control shaft bore is incorporated in
model 1-G head. The other assemblies are similarly the top of the head perpendicular to the speeder rack
named: in this case they are a model Q-1 body and a bore. The outer end of the control shaft bore is
model 12-A base• threaded to fit the control shaft packing nut, and the

1Q12-GIA bronze control shaft bushing is pressed into the
opposite end. A boss tapped for the external high rpm

adjustment screw is an integrál part of the head.
Head Design Modification of Early head models did not incorporate this boss.

Base Design
, Body Design Modification of (b) CONTROL SHAFT & PULLEY GROUP.

Body Design 1. Integral with the control shaft is'a flange
Base Design Modification of which locates the control shaft packing and a pinion

Head Design gear which meshes with the speeder rack and so deter-

(3) In addition to the number and letter desig-
mines the speeder rack position. The position of the

nation system, the major assemblies are also identified
by Hamilton Standard Propellers assembly drawing
numbers; e.g., model 1-G head assembly is 58014. It
is to be noted, however, that this assembly number

does not actually appear on the head assembly itself.

(4) If no modifications have been made on the
head, body, or base assemblies, the second designation
group is omitted; a governor of this type would be
model 1A4. If the body assembly, for example, is the
only major component not modified, the body modifi-

cation designation is shown as a "0". In model 1P12- 2.

GOA no modifications have been incorporated in the
body assembly.

2. DETAILED DESCRIPTION.

a. SINGLE CAPACITY GOVERNORS.

(1) COMPLETE UNIT.-The constant speed
control for Counterweight propellers basically con-

sists of a self-contained gear pump which boosts en-

gine oil to a pressure limited by a relief valve, a pilot
valve controlled by spring balanced fly-weights which
regulates the flow of oil to and from the propeller, and

a rack and pinion arrangement through which the
compression of the speeder spring can be varied by the
pilot to select the desired engine rpm.

(2)(aHEHAEDADASSEMBLY.

1. The héad is manufactured from an
aluminum casting, and all external surfaces of the
finished part are anodized and covered with a baked Figure 4-Cutaway View of Single Capacity Governor
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l GOVERNOR HEAD 5 CONTROL SHAFT PACKING WASHER 9 PULLEY ASSEMBLY
2 HIGH RPM ADJUSTMENT SCREW 6 PACKING NUT LOCK GASKET 10 CONTROL SHAFT OUTER WASHER

3 CONTROL SHAFT SPRING 7 CONTROL SHAFT PACKING NUT 11 CASTELLATED NUT
4 CONTROL SHAFT 8 CONTROL SHAFT INNER WASHER 12 COTTER PIN

Figure 5-Extended View of Head Assembly

speeder rack controls the amount of compression in position of the pinion gear at any rpm setting, and also

the speeder spring and, consequently, governor set- is a reference point for locating the pulley with re-

ting. At the outboard (threaded) end of the control spect to the control shaft. A hexagonal section at the
shaft a scribe mark located in line with the wide space outer end matches a hexagonal hole in the pulley to
of the missing pinion gear tooth indicates the angular locate the pulley in respect to the shaft.

2. The control shaft is supported on the in-

board end by a bronze bushing pressed into the head
and on the outboard end by a self-lubricating bushing
pressed into the control shaft packing nut. To make

the control shaft oil tight, a leather packing washer

is included between the control shaft packing flange
and the packing nut. This packing is held tightly
against the packing nut by a spring between the inner
end of the control shaft and the corresponding end of

the control shaft bore. The packing nut assembly is
safetied and sealed against oil seepage by the control

shaft packing nut lock gasket. The bottom corners of

the gasket are bent over the hex flats of the packing
nut and the tab is bent into a lock recess in the head.

J On an older model of governor head, having two slots

in the packing nut, the packing nut was locked by
inserting a cotter pin through one of two holes in the
head. The tapered thread of this type nut provided
the required seal.

3. The governor is controlled from the cock-
pit by a cable or a rod attached to an áluminum pulley
on the governor control shaft. This pulley is available

1 CABLE CLAMP 4 PULLEY STOP PIN
2 PULLEY 5 WASHER in several diameters, with the 4-inch diameter pulley
3 CASTELLATED NUT 6 CASTELLATED NUT being most commonly used. The center of the pulley
Figure 6-Extended View of Pulley Assembly incorporates a hexagonal hole, the corners of which
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are numbered as shown in figure 22, so that a definite assembly. The detailed description of the rack assem-

relationship between the pulley and a scribed line on bly is given in this section, paragraph 2.a.(3) (c).

the end of the control shaft can be noted. On certain
(3) BODY ASSEMBLY.

aircraft, the pulley is replaced by a special lever
(a) BODY.--The body, which includes the

which is usually furnished by the aircraft manufac-

turer. gear pump recess, the drive gear shaft bore, the relief

4. The maximum rpm setting is regulated valve recess, and other oil passages necessary for gov-

by contact between a stop pin on the pulley and the erning control, is made of a material and finished in a

high rpm adjustment screw on the head. Moving the manner similar to the head. The flat surface on the

pin from one hole to an adjacent hole shifts its angular relief valve boss provides clearance between the pulley
and the boss when the head is in the No. 1 position.position 20 degrees, thereby varying maximum gov-

erning speed approximately 250 rpm. (Some earlier The body incorporates the necessary flange extensions

pulleys did not have the high rpm stop pin, and in and washer recesses for the eight base and head studs;

such cases, a stop on the control system was used.) washers, and nuts. The body-base parting surface in-

The high rpm adjustment screw is located in the cludes a groove to accommodate the body & base

tapped boss on the head. The thread of this screw is gasket. A drain passage from the fly-weight chamber

such that one complete turn of the screw will change to the lower surface joins a similar passage in the base.

the maximum setting by approximately 25 rpm. The (b) BOOSTER GEAR PUMP.
tab lock plate located between the boss and the secur-

1. The gear type pump boosts engine oil
ing nut locks the adjustment screw to the head as pressure to that required for propeller operation with
shown in figure 7. a minimum capacity of 8 quarts per minute at 200

5. The pulley incorporates a cable clamp p.s.i. and 1750 rpm. The drive gear of this pump is an

fitting into a recess at the edge of the disc. Tightening integral part of the drive shaft, which is made of an

the castellated nut secures the control cable in the alloy steel hardened and accurately ground. End
pulley groove, t I e

Figure 7-High RPM Stop Arrangement

6. The pulley is held in place by the control

shaft washer and castellated nut safetied by a cotter

pin. To prevent damage to the aluminum pulley disc
from the broaching effect of the shoulders inboard of
the control shaft hex section, a steel washer with a

hexagonal hole is placed inboard of the pulley.

(c) SPEEDER RACK ASSEMBLY.-Althou h 1 IDLER GEAR 5 BODY & BASE DOWEL
E 2 ONE-PIECE DRIVE GEAR SHAFT 6 IDLER GEAR SHAFT

the speeder rack assembly is considered a part of the 3 IDLER GEAR 7 BODY & BASE GASKET

head assembly in the parts lists, it is functionally used 4 EXTENDED DRIVE GEAR SHAFT 8 BODY

in conjunction with the body assembly, and is physi- Figure 8-Boffom View of Single Capocity Body Showing
cally a part of the pilot valve, speeder spring, and rack Short and Extended Drive Gear Shafts
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1 PILOT VALVE 7 ADJUSTING SCREW LOCK WIRE

Figure 9-Extended View of Pilot Volve, Speeder Spring, 2 PILOT VALVE BALL BEARING 8 SPEEDER RACK ADJUSTING SCREW

and Rock Group a cOTTER PIN 9 SPEEDER RACK
4 SPRING COLLAR 10 SPEEDER RACK ASSEMBLY

5 SPRING COLLAR SPACER 11 PILOT VALVE NUT
6 SPEEDER SPRING 12 PILOT VALVE LOCK NUT

top and bottom faces of the gear is prevented by cir- (c) PILOT VALVE, SPEEDER SPRING,
cular grooves on each gear face connected by an oil AND RACK GROUP.
hole through the gear. The center of the drive gear

1. The pilot valve is made from low carbon
shaft is very accurately honed to provide a close fit

steel, case hardened, and ground to highly accurate
with the pilot valve. Recesses and oil ports incorpo-

dimensions. The inherent design of the pilot valve pre-
rated in the drive gear shaft in conjunction with lands

vents end thrust from being set up by oil pressure of
on the pilot valve serve to control oil flow between the

the gear pump. The upper end of the valve fits a ball
governor and the propeller.

.
bearing assembly and is threaded to hold the speeder

2. The idler gear is quite similar to the drive
spring collar.

gear except that it is separate from its shaft. Also, it
. 2. The fly-weight ball bearing assembly is

has 14 teeth as compared with 13 teeth on the drive .

.
a conventional ball bearing. The fly-weights bear

gear. Consequently, any two teeth on these mating
against the outer race, thereby allowing rotation of

parts contact one another only once in 14 revolutions,
the fly-weight assembly without rotation of the pilot

thereby tending to distribute tooth wear evenly.
valve assembly. The speeder spring collar is tapped

3. The idler gear shaft is a cast iron part to fit the upper end of the pilot valve stem. It locks
which is usually a light press fit in the body. It not to the pilot valve by means of a cotter pin inserted
only serves as a shaft for the idler gear but also acts through a small hole in each. The flange on the base
as a passage for relief oil returning to the engine pres-

of the spring collar supports the large end of the coni-
sure system. Radial holes in this shaft provide lubrica~

cal speeder spring and serves to locate it centrally
tion for the idler gear• between the pilot valve and the adjusting screw in the

4. The drive coupling is attached at the rack. One type of spring collar flange has a lip into
lower end of the drive gear shaft in governors with which the speeder spring should be screwed. A spring
model 12 bases by means of a lock ring which fits into collar spacer fitting over the shank of the spring
grooves provided in both the coupling and the drive collar determines the initial compressed length of the
gear shaft. Three lugs on the coupling engage with speeder spring as assembled and thereby its minimum
three matching lugs on the drive gear shaft and pro- low rpm setting. A nut and a lock nut hold the rack
vide a flexible drive joint between the engine and the to the pilot valve & speeder spring assembly.
governor. The other end of the coupling is a 12-tooth 3. Since directional flow of governor oil is
external spline which fits a matching internal spline regulated by the pilot valve position which is deter-
in the engine-governor drive. The coupling is made of mined by the speeder spring and fly-weight forces,
an alloy steel case hardened to provide better wear varying the compression of the speeder spring by
characteristics· changing the speeder rack position changes the rpm

5. The bodies used with base models 1, 2, 3, setting of the governor.
and 4 have a short one-piece drive gear shaft in which 4. The use of various spring collar spacers
the drive splines are integral. and speeder springs produces several governor rpm
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ranges. Spring collar spacer No. 53393 and speeder and two fly-weight hinge pins. The fly-weights are

spring No. 50665 allow 1400 minimum rpm, but a secured to the head by the hinge pins. These hinge pins

different spring collar spacer No. 53392 with the are locked in place by the fly-weight cup which fits

same spring allow 1600 minimum rpm. This is more the fly-weight head to form one unit. The cup is spot-

fully shown in figure 32. welded to the head at two points. This assembly is

driven by the upper end of the drive gear shaft, and
Note

is locked in place by a lock ring fitting a groove on
These rpm ranges are governor rpm ranges

the shaft.
and are related to engine rpm only by the
gear ratio of the engine-governor drive. 2. The cup design is used so that normal oil

leakage into the assembly past the drive gear shaft

5. The speeder spring adjusting rack as- and pilot valve will be rotated at the same speed as

sembly is composed of the rack, the speeder rack the fly-weights. This feature lessens side loads and

adjusting screw, and the snap ring. To minimize wear, minimizes turbulence of the oil which would interfere
the rack is hardened and ground. Teeth on one side with the action of the fly-weights.
of the rack mesh with the pinion gear teeth of the con-

(e) RELIEF VALVE ASSEMBLY.
trol shaft. The double width tooth at the top of the

1. The relief valve assembly consists of the
rack serves as a positive means of engaging the rack plunger, the spring, the plug, and the locking gasket.
with the control shaft pinion gear in a known relation. Not a part of the assembly, but essential to it, is the
This end is inserted into the speeder rack bore first

soft steel bushing which is a press fit in the relief valve
and matched with the blank tooth of the control shaft bore of the governor body. This bushing is very ac-
pinion gear. The adjusting screw is threaded to fit the

curately aligned in the bore to provide proper support
inside bore of the speeder rack. In combination with for the relief valve plunger, which is a hardened steel
a spring collar spacer, it sets the initial compression -

part ground to provide a close fit with the bushmg. A
of the speeder spring. The relation of adjusting screw .

sprmg, backed against the relief valve plug, fits into
to speeder rack determines the angle of the control the plunger and establishes the relief valve setting.
shaft (and hence the pulley angle) at which positive The relief valve plug with its recess supporting the
high pitch occurs. Fitting inside the adjusting screw,

spring is locked to the governor body by a tab type
the snap ring provides a positive lock by securing it lock washer. Because this lock washer is of soft metal,
to the speeder rack. Five slots in the rack and eight it also serves to seal against leakage.
in the adjusting screw permit locking adjustment in

2. A small vent hole from the relief valve
small angular increments.

rear chamber to the fly-weight chamber prevents
(d) FLY-WEIGHT ASSEMBLY. pressure build-up due to leakage past the plunger,

1. The fly-weight assembly consists of the which would otherwise make the valve inoperative.
fly-weight head, the fly-weight cup, two fly-weights, Since the function of the relief valve is to límit the

i GOVERNOR BODY 3 RELIEF VALVE SPRING

2 RELIEF VALVE PLUNGER 4 RELIEF VALVE GASKET

ÎgUTO ORION VÎeW O ÛOVemOT 5 RELIEF VALVE PLUG

Fly-Weight Assembly Figure 11-S¡ngle Capac¡ty Relief Volve
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operating pressure of the governor oil, the strength finish, is designed to be mounted on the standard

of the spring is the determining factor. It is designed governor mounting pad located on the engine nose. In
to maintain ä pump output pressure of 180-200 p.s.i. order to align the governor drive shaft with the

engine-governor drive shaft, a pilot boss is provided
(f) MISCELLANEOUS PARTS.

on the bottom surface of the base to fit into a circular
1. Oil control plugs are provided in the recess in the engine pad. Also located in the bottom

governor so that the booster pump may be adapted for surface is an arcuate groove which forms the inlet
either clockwise or counterclockwise engine-governor

passage for engine oil supplied to the governor. The
drive notation.There are two such plugs: one in the two threaded holes, one at each end of the groove,
body and one in the base. If the direction of the en-

connect the groove to both sides of the gear pump. As
gine-governor drive is clockwise when viewed looking previously discussed, one of these holes must be
at the engine pad, the oil control plugs are screwed plugged according to the direction of the drive. The
into the holes marked "B". Likewise, when the engine-

center hole of the groove extends up through the hol-
governor drive is counterclockwise, holes "A" are low idler gear shaft to provide a passage for relief oil.
plugged. The only exception to this is the 35-degree The base includes four holes for the engine pad mount-
angular base, which will be discussed in paragraph ing studs, two dowel holes for the aligning dowels,
2.a.(5) of this section. a drain passage which connects with a similar passage

2. The body housing incorporates a taper in the body, and a port connecting the pump outlet
screw plug which should never be removed during to the propeller passage on the mounting pad. If also
governor disassembly. In machining certain internal incorporates a bronze bushing in the drive gear shaft
oil passages, it is necessary for the drill to pierce the bore. Because of its low height, it must be used with
outer casing. The plug seals this passage permanently. the older type engine mounting studs (1-11/16 inch

1. To maintain accurate alignment between high) which extend through the base and lower body
the base and the body and th,ereby avoid binding of Hange. A short one-piece drive gear shaft is used. This
the drive gear shaft, two locating dowels are press fit base cannot be used with the newer type studs (15/16
into the lower face of the body. These dowels fit into inch high).
slightly larger holes in the base when the governor is

assembled. Oversize dowels are provided to take care (b) MISCELLANEOUS PARTS.
of enlargement of the body and base dowel holes 1. The body & base locating screw is a fillis-
brought about by repeated disassembly of the gover¯

ter head screw which extends up through the base
nor. No dowels are used in governors having base and lower body flange and is secured by a washer, nut,
model 2, 3, or 4. When used with base model 1, the and palnut. Together with the two body dowels this
body has a special dowel hole to accommodate the locating screw maintains the body and base in align-
body & base holding screw. The following tabulation ment. It is available in oversizes for use in dowel holes
lists the oversize parts available. enlarged by repeated disassembly of the governor. The

Body & Base Body & Base Amount procedure for replacement is given in section VI, para-
Locating Dowel Locating Screw Oversize graph 3.c.(2) (e).

53166 53401 .0000"

53166-15 53401-15
.0156"

53166-31 53401-31
.0313"

4. Since the booster gear pump must operate

in a very accurate gear pocket, metal to metal contact

must be maintained between the body and the base.
To meet this requirement and still make the governor
oil tight, a groove is provided in the parting surface of
the body and a synthetic rubber gasket is fitted into
this recess. The bross section of this gasket has been
changed from a circular to a trapezoidal shape in \ /¡¾ A
order to improve its sealing qualities.

5. A composition gasket provides the oil seal

between the governor head and body.

(4) BASE ASSEMBLY-MODEL 1.

(a) BASE.--This base housing, made of the
same material as the body and head and with the same Figure 12-Model 1 Base Assembly
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1 OIL CONTROL PLUG 5 UNIT DRIVE GEAR THRUST BEARING

Figure 13-Extended View of Model 2 2 BODY & BASE NUT AND WASHER & BEARING THRUST COVER GASKET

Base Assembly 3 EASE 7 EEARING THRUST COVER

4 UNIT DRIVE GEAR 8 EEARING THRUST COVER SCREW

2. Because an internal oil passage is drilled peller drain oil, engine supply oil, and governor out-

through the outer surface, a pipe plug is fitted as a put oil lines.
permanent seal into the opening. An oil control plug (b) DRIVE SHAFT AND BEARING.-A
is used to seal one of the oil inlet ports· hardened steel shaft is fitted into the housing to link

3. To avoid malfunctioning due to foreign the engine auxiliary drive gear with the governor
particles entering the governor mechanism through drive gear shaft. Its upper end has internal splines to
the engine oil, a screen is molded into the governor match the drive gear shaft splines and the lower end

mounting gasket which fits between the governor and has a bevel spur gear to match the auxiliary drive
the mounting pad. This slightly curved brass screen gear. A ball bearing supports the lower end of the
fits over the entire are of the engine oil inlet. Special shaft in the housing. A cover plate and gasket seal the
care should be taken not to confuse the proper mount- opening through which the shaft is inserted.
ing gasket with the engine shipping gasket or the run~

(c) MISCELLANEOUS PARTS.
in gasket which are very similar in appearance. As 1. Provided in the upper surface are four
shown in figure 26, the hole in the shipping gasket steel studs to which the governor body is attached by
and in the run-in gasket corresponding to the arcuate castellated nuts. These are removed only when re-
groove in the governor base is considerably longer placement is necessary.
than that in the correct mounting gasket. As a result, 2. An oil control plug seals the unused oil
if the incorrect gasket is used, the governor high and inlet passage, as determined by the direction of drive.
low pressure oil passages will be interconnected,
thereby permitting only sluggish governing action. Note

Because of the type of linkage between the
(5) BASE ASSEMBLY-MODEL 2. auxiliary drive gear and the governor drive

gear shaft, an additional caution in deter-
(a) BASE.-This base is likewise of the same mining which holes are to be plugged for a

material and finish as the other bases. The base-body given direction of rotation must be observed.

parting surface and the mounting surface are 35 In this case, the direction of rotation is de-

degrees to one another. The mounting surface is de- termined when viewing the angular face of
the base rather than the engine pad. If this

signed to fit the gun synchronizer pad (using a bevel gear turns clockwise, holes "B" are plugged,
drive gear) on the rear accessory section of certaux and if it turns counterclockwise, holes "A"
aircraft engines. External ports are provided for pro- are plugged.
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3. Pipe plugs are provided to seal off the ex-

ternal outlets not used. These plugs are inserted
tightly during governor installation on the engine.

Two special stud nuts are needed in fastening the
base to the engine mounting studs, because part of the
housing interferes with the use of standard nuts.

4. The engine-governor drive (gun syn-

chronizer drive) employs a bevel gear to drive the
model 2 base. To maintain the accurate alignment of
gears required by this drive system, an assembly liner
is used. This liner fits over the ball bearing of the
auxilÏary drive and aligns the governor base with

both the engine pad and the auxiliary drive shaft. At
the same time it prevents the bevel gear from lifting
up and exerting excessive pressure on the base drive
gear.

Figure 14-Model 3 Base Assembly (6) BASE ASSEMBLY-MODEL 3.

(a) BASE.-This aluminum housing is de-
signed with a special mounting surface to fit the rear
auxiliary pad used on certain engines. The housing is
finished in a manner similar to the other housings.
There are external threaded ports connected by pas-
sages to the internal oil passages. The bottom flange
is drilled to accommodate four mounting studs of the
rear auxiliary pad.

(b) MISCELLANEOUS PARTS.-An oil con-

trol plug is used to close off the unused oil inlet port.
The unused external ports are sealed with pipe plugs.
Four mounting studs screwed into the upper surface

serve to secure the body to the base. These need never

be removed except for replacement.

(7) BASE ASSEMBLY-MODEL 4.
(a) BASE.-This base is made of the same ma-

terial and finished in the same manner as the heads,
Figure 15--Model 4 Base Assembly bodies, and bases previously mentioned. Its upper sur-

face is designed to fit the lower surface of the body.
The mounting surface is designed to fit the gun syn-

r chronizer pad (using an internal spline drive gear)
on the rear section of certain aircraft engines. There
are a number of passages connecting the internal oil

passages to external threaded ports. External lines for
propeller drain oil, engine supply oil, and governor
output oil are needed when the governor is mounted
on the rear of the engine.

(b) MISCELLANEOUS PARTS.-Four steel

studs are provided on the upper surface to secure the
body to the base. These are permanently inserted and

are removed only if damaged. An oil control plug is
provided to plug either hole "A" or "B" as the instal-

lation requires. Plugs are provided to seal the holes
not used by the external lines and are inserted during
governor installation. Three are necessary since there

Figure 16--Model 12 Base Assembly are two holes each for engine pressure oil, governor
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output oil, and propeller drain oil. Because of the in- b. DOUBLE CAPACITY GOVERNORS.
terference fit of the.threads used in the plug and the (1) COMPLETE UNIT.-The double capacity
part, no other lock is necessary. type constant speed control is similar in most respects

(8) BASE ASSEMBLY-MODEL 12. to the single capacity type except that it incorporates
a larger pump to produce approximately twice the

(a) BASE.-This housing is designed to fit the
oil flow (nominally 16 quarts per minute at 1750

standard mounting pad having studs 15/16 inch high.
rpm). The oil passages and relief valve are necessarily

It is about one inch higher than the model I base, and larger. For purposes of detailed description, only the
has an upper and a lower flange to accommodate at-

differences will be discussed, everything else being
taching and mounting studs. Two dowel holes mate

.

with the body locating dowels to maintain body-base similar;

alignment. (2) HEAD ASSEMBLY.-The head model used

on the double capacity governor is exactly the same
(b) MISCELLANEOUS PARTS.-Four steel as that used on the single capacity governor which

studs screwed into the upper flange together with was described in paragraph 2.a. of this section.
washers and castellated nuts fasten the body to the
base. These studs are removed only for replacement. (3) BODY ASSEMBLY.
An oil control plug is provided to seal an engine oil (a) BODY.-The double capacity type hous-
inlet port as determined by the direction of governor ing does not include the gear pump recess which, for
rotation. For counterclockwise governor drive rota- this governor, is in the base. The drive shaft bore and

tion, the hole marked "A" is plugged, and for clock- the relief valve bore are larger to accommodate the
wise rotation, the hole marked "B" is plugged. Direc- larger units needed. The body has six holes for the base
tion of drive rotation must be determined looking attaching studs, instead of four.
down on the governor mounting pad. See section III,
paragraph 1.c. A pipe plug permanently seals the end

of an internal passage drilled through the outer sur-

face. A neoprene gasket with an integral brass screen

in the oil inlet groove is placed between the governor
and the mounting pad at installation.

Figure 17-Rear View of Double Capacity
Type Governor Figure 18-Cufoway V¡ew of Double Capacity Governor
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Figure 19-Extended View of Double Capacity 1 OIL CONTROL PLUG 5 IDLER GEAR

Governor Body 2 BODY & BASE DOWEL 6 RELIEF VALVE PLUNGER
3 BODY 7 RELIEF VALVE SPRING

4 DRIVE GEAR SHAFT 8 RELIEF VALVE PLUG GASKET

(b)

BOOS9TRELIEFGVALVE PLUUGMP.-The

booster
gear pump is essentially the same type of construction
as the single capacity except that the gears are larger
to provide the higher oil flow. The number of gear
teeth is reduced to eight on the idler gear and nine on

the drive gear. The idler gear shaft is integral with the
idler gear. The center of the drive gear shaft is larger
to accommodate the additional quantity of oil.

(c) PILOT VALVE, SPEEDER SPRING,
AND RACK GROUP.-Although the pilot valve

is shorter and has larger diameter lands, the other

parts of the assembly are identical with those in the
single capacity governor.

(d) FLY-WEIGHT ASSEMBLY.-This assem-

bly is identical with that of the single capacity type.

(e) RELIEF VALVE ASSEMBLY.-This as-

sembly differs from that used in the single capacity
in that no body bushing is required. The relief valve

plunger is larger in diameter and elongated to such an

extent that the body itself can act as a bushing.

(f) MISCELLANEOUS PARTS.-There are

no permanent sealing plugs. The double capacity body
contains two locating dowels. As in the single capa-

city, these dowels are available in two oversizes to take
F¡gure 20-Double Capacity Pilot Volve Group care of enlargement due to repeated disassembly. Pro-
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es (4) BASE ASSEMBLY.-This differs from the
model 12 single capacity type in its somewhat larger
shape to accommodate the larger gears and in the fact
that it contains the recess for the gear pump. Six studs

are used to hold the body and base together. The base
also has the groove for the body & base gasket. The
latest model incorporates a conical screen strainer in
the passage connecting to the propeller. Oil control
plugs are provided in order that the booster pump
may be adapted for clockwise or counterclockwise
engine drive rotation. If the rotational direction of
the governor drive is clockwise as viewed when look-
ing at the governor mounting pad, the oil control
plug is inserted in the hole in the base marked "B."
Similarly, foi counterclockwise rotation of the gover-

nor drive, the oil control plug is inserted in the hole
Figure 21--Model 10 Base Assembly marked "A." This procedure is more fully described

in section III, paragraph 1.c. This plug is safetied in
cedure for replacing these dowels is given in para- position by virtue of the interference fit of the
graph 3.c.(2) (e) of section VI. threads in the tapped recess in the base.

3. MODEL VARIATION SUMMARY.

a. As explained in section II, paragraph 1.d., a

Counterweight governor is composed of three major

assemblies, namely, the head, body, and base. In a

governor designated as 1Q12-GIA, the head is model
1-G, the body is model Q-1, and the base is model 12-A.

b. The following Model Variation Summary lists in
tabular form the components in the various models of
heads, bodies, and bases, and also includes a short

description on each unit pointing out its similarity to
another model.

GOVERNOR HEAD MODELS

External
Assembly Pulley Improved High RPM

Model Number Diameter Shaft Adjustment Remarks
(Inches) Packing Nut Screw

1 51885 4 No No
1-A 53298 4 No Yes Same as model 1 (No. 51885) except has high rpm

adjustment screw.

1-B 54939 1-1/4 No No Same as model 1 except uses 1-1/4 inch pulley and
rack assembly No. 53390.

1-C 54120 3 No Yes Same as model 1-A except with 3-inch pulley.

1-F 58013 4 Yes No Same as model 1 except has improved tygie con-
trol shaft packing nut.

1-G 58014 4 Yes Yes Same as model 1-A with improved control shaft
packing nut.

1-H 58015 1-1/4 Yes No Same as 1-B with improved type control shaft pack-
ing nut.

1-J 58016 3 Yes Yes Same as 1-C with improved type control shaft pack-
ing nut.
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GOVERNOR BODY MODELS

Nominal Nominal
Assembly Capacity Spring Speeder Extended Minimum

Model Number (Qts. Per Coll" Spring Gen Governor Remarks
Min.) Spacer Shaft RPM

A 51888 8 51884 50665 No 1730

A-5 53394 8 53392 50665 No 1600 Same as mode1A except spacer changed
for use on 1-A head.

C 51891 8 52146 SK-1651-1 No 2050

C-5 53395 8 53393 SK-1651-1 No 1150 Uses different spacer, otherwise same as
model C.

C-6 54096 8 53392 SK-1651-1 No 1400 Same as C-5 except uses spacer 53392.

E 52150 8 52146 50665 No 1850

E-5 53425 8 53393 50665 No 1400 Uses different spacer.

M 54017 8 53392 50665 Yes 1600 Same as A-5 except has extended gear
shaft for use with model 12 base.

P 54018 8 53393 SK-1651-1 Yes 1150 Same as C-5 except for use on model 12
base.

Q 54019 8 53393 50665 Yes 1400 Same as E-5 except uses model 12 base.
Q-1 54949 8 52146 50665 Yes 1850 Has 52146 spacer for use with model

1-A head.

S 54465 . 16 53393 SK-1651-1 1150 Used with direct drive Cyclone.
S-1 54574 16 53392 SK-1651-1 1400 Same as model S except uses spacer

53392.

S-4 57685 16 ' 53392 50665 1600 Same as S-1 except speeder spring 50665
is used.

GOVERNOR BASE MODELS

Assembly Capa,cityModel Number (Qts. Per Min.) Engine Mounting Pad Remarks

1 52713 8 Standard (1-11/16 inch studs) Flat with flange for use on standard nose pad.

2 50830 8 Gun Synchronizer 35 Degree angular drive.

3 50842 8 Rear Auxiliary
3-A 54265 8 Rear Auxiliary Pressure connections not tapped.

4 50840 8 Gun Synchronizer Straight drive.
10-A 54494 16 Standard (15/16 inch studs) Used with double capacity governor.

10-E ' 58676 16 Standard (15/16 inch studs) Same as 10-A except has high pressure strainer.

12 53967 8 Standard (15/16 inch studs) Used with model M, P, and Q bodies.
12-A 55609 8 Standard (15/16 inch studs) - Modified to provide ignition harness clearance

on a specific installation.
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SECTION III
INSTALLATION

1. PREINSTALLATION CHECKS. (1) The governor should be checked externally

to note any obvious damage. All gaskets should be in
a. GENERAL.-The following section is a discus-

place and the governor mounting gasket should be of
sion of a typical governor installation (either the

the proper type. See figure 26.
single capacity or the double capacity type) on an air-

craft. Except for the general precautions and notes (2) There should be no doubt as to the satisfac
listed in the following paragraphs, the manual pro-

tory operation and correct rpm setting of the gov-
vided by the aircraft manufacturer should be con¯

ernor. If there is doubt, check it on a governor test
sulted for specific instructions concerning each indi¯

stand in accordance with the test procedures outlined
vidual installation. It is assumed that the governor is in section VII.
fitted with a mechanical type head and is controlled

from the cockpit by a cable type system. For aircraft (3) Determine the freedom of movement of the

using some other type of control system, these instruc- governor by turning it with the drive gear shaft

tions must be modified: It is also assumed that the coupling. Governors with base models 2 and 4 may be
correct position of the governor head relative to the more easily checked by removing the head and turning
body is known for the particular aircraft. This is the fly-weight cup, since the head should be removed

determined by the manner in which the control system during installation in any case. Abnormal binding or
is installed. Figure 22 indicates the possible positions. dragging due to improper fit or foreign particles in

b. CHECKS.-The following checks should be the mechanism will usually be revealed by this prelim-
inary test. In cold weather the increased viscosity of

made before installation of any governor, either single
the oil surrounding the parts may cause increased re-

or double capacity.
sistance to rotation. In a new governor, a similar con-

The double
capacityNoteernor

is exactly like dition due to corrosion preventive compound may

the single capacity nose-mounted governor exist.

in manner of installation, adjustment, and Note
removal- It is not necessary to remove the corrosion

preventive (meeting specification No. AN-
VV-C-576a) from the governor as it does
not interfere with proper operation and
should cause no undesirable compounds

Pos.a
,

when it is absorbed into the engine lubricat-
ing oil system.

DRIVEAXISOF CONSTANT :
¯C

SPEED CONTROL.
CONTROL SHAFT

HEAD POSITION NUM. POS.3
BERS LOOKING DOWN
ON HEAD

POS.1

PULLEY MAYBE MOUNTED
IN ANY ONE OF SIX
POSSIBLE POSITIONS ON
CONTROL SHAFT WITH

O REFERENCE TO THE
O CONTROL SHAFTINDEX

E PULLEYPOSITIONS -

ARE IDENTIF1EDBY NUMBERS
STAMPED ON PULLEY FACE.

Figure 22-Chart of Head and Pulley Positions Figure 23-Checking Freedom of Movement
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COUNTER CLOCKWISE CLOCKWISE GOVERNOR
GOVERNOR DRIVE Û Ô DRIVE

cOUNTER CLOCKWISE CLOCKWISE PLUG B-B
PLUG A-A O O

BODY BODY

A

PLUG PLUG

Figure 24--Diagram of Body and Base Oil Control Plugging System

(4) It is not necessary to disassemble the gov- (3) Direction of governor drive rotation is de-
ernor for any of the preceding checks, except as noted termined looking at the drive gear in the engine-gov-

for those governors having model 2 and 4 bases. The ernor mounting pad except base model 2 as noted

unit should always be left assembled unless binding below. To adapt a governor for counterclockwise

or other serious trouble is found. direction of engine-governor drive rotation, plug the
hole "A" in the base and the hole "A" in the bodyc. OIL CONTROL PLUGGING.-Check the gov-
Since this is a pipe thread, the interference fit willernor for proper direction of rotation by noting the hold the plug securely in place once it has been tight-

position of the oil control plugs. In an assembled gov-
ened. To adapt a governor for clockwise direction ofernor having base model 1, 10 or 12, the location of
rotation, plug the holes "B" in the base and body.both . the body and base oil control plugs can be

checked by looking into the passages in the base. In (4) Governors which use the 35-degree angular

governors having other bases, it is necessary to par- base (model 2) are plugged in a similar manner except

tially disassemble the governor by separating the body that the direction of governor drive is determined by
and base in order to determine the plugging. It is viewing the angular face of the base rather than tlie
assumed that the direction of engine-governor drive engine mounting pad. If the direction of rotation of
has been correctly determined. the shaft in the governor base is clockwise, holes "B"

are plugged, and if the direction is counterclockwise,(1) Since each governor incorporates a gear type the holes "A" are plugged. This procedure is necessarypump, it is necessary that the oil inlet and outlet pas-
because the direction of governor drive is reversed bysages be on the correct sides of the pump, according to the auxiliary gear in the base.the direction of pump gear rotation.

(2) As shown in figure 24, two threaded ports 2. INSTALLATION PROCEDURE.
are incorporated in the passages from the engine oil a. NOSE PAD INSTALLATION. .

pick-up passage in the base to the pump recesses. One (1) The governor mounting pad cover must be
hole is marked "A", and the other "B". The governor removed along with its gasket. The engine shipping
body has similar ports, also marked "A" and "B", gasket, usually included between this cover and the
which form high pressure outlet passages. mounting pad, is very similar to the mounting gasket
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used between the governor and the mounting pad;
however, it can be readily identified by the absence of
the large central opening through which the drive
coupling fits. The run-in gasket (used when running

in an engine with a club propeller and no governor)
is similar to the shipping gasket except that it has the
central hole. All three are shown in figure 26. Also' SHIPPING GASK T RUN-IN GASKET
the more recent governor mounting gasket incorpo-
rates a brass screen in the arcuate section which
matches the groove in the governor base.

(2) Clean the mounting pad thoroughly making

very certain that there are no foreign particles in the
recess around the drive shaft. Check the engine-

governor drive shaft for freedom of movement within
GOVERNOR MOUNTING GASKET

whatever amount of backlash may be present.
(3) Place the governor mounting gasket in posi-

tion with the raised portion of the brass screen facing F¡gure 26-Comparison of Sh¡pping, Run-in,

Figure 25--Remov¡ng Nose Pod Cover F¡gure 27-InsfolI¡ng Governor Mounf¡ng Gosket

upward into the governor base, as it is placed down
onto the pad. The one proper position of the governor
on the mounting pad is indicated by the shape of the
joining surfaces. Care must be taken that the governor
drive coupling splines enter properly into the engine-

governor drive shaft internal splines. Should they not

align, it is possible to force the engine-governor drive
shaft out of position as the governor is installed. With
the governor all the way down on its studs, the circu-

lar pilot boss should fit into the recess of the pad.
(4) With the governor in position install one

washer and one self-locking nut on each mounting

stud. The upper flange of the base will interfere if
the governor is resting on the pad. Therefore, the unit

should be raised sufficiently to allow the placing and

initial tightening of the securing nuts on the mount-

ing studs. Again, extreme care should be taken that
the governor does not force the engine-governor drive Figure 28-Placing Governor into Position on Engine Pad
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\ (5) If the pulley has not been previously in-
stalled on the governor, it should be put on at this
point. Making certain that the hex washer is on the
inboard side, place the pulley onto the hex section of

the control shaft in its correct angular position for the
particular aircraft. If the correct pulley position is
not known, it may be determined with the aid of

figures 22 and 31. The pulley position must permit the
governor to operate through the required range (from
the positive high pitch setting established by the ad-

justing screw in the rack assembly to the high rpm

setting established by the high rpm adjustment screw
on the governor head) with the cable always tangent
to the pulley on both sides of the cable clamp. When-

ever the pulley is removed from the control shaft, its

Figure 29--Installing Hold-Down Nuts

shaft out of position. As the wrench is used, it is essen-

tial that the nuts be tightened evenly but not drawn
MAXIMUM USABLE

down excessively as this may cause displacement of CABLECLAMPTRAVEL

the gasket material in the vicinity of the mounting -ype

studs resulting in warping of the governor base and OCo

subsequent leakage. If self-locking nuts are not avail- o \
able, use castellated nuts and safety them in pairs. O \ CABLE OUT OF

Note o
NLLEENCYWITH

When a governor using the model 1 base and o
the single piece drive gear shaft is installed,
another check for binding must be made.
Remove the head from the governor and
turn the fly-weight cup to check if the orig-

inal backlash of the engine-governor drive
is still present. If there is binding, loosen
the securing nuts and then retighten, check-
ing backlash continually. Do not tighten e×-

CORRECT METHOD - SOLID LINES

cessively. As an additional precaution, turn INCORRECT METHOD DOTTED LINES

the engine crankshaft to several different
positions and check the backlash of the con-

trol at these points F¡gure 31-Correct and incorrect Method of Attaching Cable
to Pulley

angular position relative to the index line on the end

of the shaft should be noted to avoid the necessity of

redetermining the correct position. After the pulley
has been placed onto the control shaft, the outboard

washer and castellated nut should be put on. Tighten
the castellated nut with a torque of 60 pound-inches,

and loçk it to the control shaft with a cotter pin.

(6) If it is necessary to change the pulley posi-

tion on a governor which has previously been set for
maximum rpm, care must be taken to shift the stop
pin in the pulley the required number of holes to main-

tain the original setting. For example, if the governor
were set with the pulley in No. I position and it was
found necessary at installation to change it to No. 2
position, it would be necessary to shift the stop pin

Figure 30-instalI¡ng Pulley Onto Control Shaft three holes clockwise (when facing the pulley) to
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tolerance of ±5 degrees may be necessary in deter-
mining the correct pulley position. The pulley travel
thus determined should be set by repositioning the
pulley stop pin and/or turning the high rpm adjust-

ment screw. Make final adjustments in accordance

with the instructions in paragraph 3. of this section.

CAUTION
Whenever the positive high pitch setting is
adjusted, the maximum rpm setting must
also be readjusted. However, when the max-
imum rpm setting is adjusted, the positive
high pitch setting remains unchanged. Ad-
justment of positive high pitch setting
should be made only by authorized personnel
in accordance with the instructions con-
tained in section VII, paragraph 1.b.(1) (a).
Usually it is unnecessary to readjust the
positive high pitch setting once it has been

Figure 33-Tightening Cable CIomp established during test.

(8) Turn the governor pulley to its high rpm
preserve the same maximum rpm setting. This is . .position and move the cockpit control to a point 1/8
necessary because reindexing the pulley one position

inch from its full forward position. Secure the pulley
corresponds to a change of 60 degrees, and reposition-

control cable to the pulley by tightening the cable
ing the stop pin in an adjacent hole corresponds to a

clamp over it and safetying with a cotter pin. This
change of 20 degrees.

operation locates the cockpit control angular range
(7) If a governor test stand is not available and with respect to the pulley angular range so that full

it is necessary to set the maximum rpm on the aircraft, governor control will be possible.
a trial setting may be made by reference to the dia-

(9) The control cable should never be exces-
grams in figure 32, which shows the relationship be-

.

sively tight as this will result in undue wear on the
tween governor pulley travel in degrees and governor

control shaft bushing. Satisfactory operation is usually
rpm setting. To use these diagrams, first multiply the

obtained when the cable is under a tensile load of
desired maximum engine rpm by the governor-engine

.
approximately 20 pounds. In adjusting control cable

drive ratio. For example, if maximum engine rpm is
tension it is necessary that an allowance be made for

2700, and the governor-engine drive ratio is .958:1,

the movement of the engine on its mount. Certain
the maximum governor rpm would be approximately

installations compensate for this movement by a con-
2590. If the governor has a model Q body, figure 32

stant load device at some point in the control system,
indicates a maximum pulley travel of 125 degrees. A

Figure 34-Checking Freedom of Movement With Figure 35-Removing Gun Synchronizer
Fly-Weight Cup Pad Cover
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b. GUN SYNCHRONIZER PAD
INSTALLATION.

(1) Check the oil control plugging. Refer to
paragraph 1.c. of this section for a more complete dis-
cussion of governor plugging.

(2) Check the governor for freedom of move-

ment. This is more easily done by removing the head
and turning the fly-weight cup. When removing the
head, take extreme care not to damage the pilot valve.

During installation a further check for binding is
made in a similar manner, and the head should be left
off at this point.

(3) The pad cover and gasket should be re-

moved and the pad cleaned thoroughly. Since no

gasket is used with the model 2 base, the mounting

pad surface must be free from all irregularities. If a

governor with a model 4 base is to be installed, place Figure 37-Drive Used With Model 4 Base
the mounting gasket on the pad. If a governor with a

model 2 base is to be installed, the assembly liner
Adapter

should be put into position over the gun synchronizer Base Model Part No. Remarks

drive ball bearing. Then the bevel gear should be
2 50441 Threaded bevel gear. Usesinstalled and safetied.

sleeve No. 50635 and assembly

Note liner No. 52880.

The type of drive to be used is determined 2 51219 Splined bevel gear. Assembly
by the model of governor base. If a model 2 liner No. 52880 must be used.
base is used, a bevel gear adapter is attached
to the drive shaft. This bevel gear adapter is 3 50835 Drive coupling for rear auxil-

either screwed or splined to the gun syn- iary pad.

chronizer shaft depending upon shaft de-
4 50839 Hex section drive coupling,

sign. When a model 4 base is used, an inter-
nally splined adapter is inserted into the end 4 51535 ' Square section drive coupling.

of the drive shaft.

(4) Place the governor into position being care-

ful to align the governor drive shaft with the auxil-
(Insert Shows Assembly

iary drive shaft. The symmetrical design of the
Liner in Position) mounting-pad p n of the g

Figure 36-Drive Used With Model 2 Base Figure 38-Checking Backlash With Fly-Weight Cup
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(5) Make certain the pulley is in its correct posi-

tion. The correct relationship of pulley to control

shaft allows full angular motion with the cable at all

times tangent to the pulley on both sides of the cable

clamp. Refer to this section, paragraph 2.a.(5) for
further details concerning pulley alignment. The hex
washer must be on the inboard side of the pulley to
prevent broaching by the steel control shaft. The se-

curing nut should be tightened with a maximum

torque of 60 pound-inches and safetied by a cotter pin.

(6) With the governor pulley at the high rpm

position and the cockpit control 1/8 inch from its full
forward position, secure the control cable to the pul-

ley with the cable clamp and safety it. This locates the
pulley angular range with respect to the cockpit con-

trol range.

Figure 39-Installing Head on Rear Mounted Governor (7) A tensile load of 20 pounds is usually suffi-

several positions. The position of base to be used is cient to insure adequate control as excessive tension

determined for the particular aircraft by tÌ1eaircraft may cause undue wear of the control shaft and its

manufacturer. Tighten the hold-down nuts evenly bushing. Allowance should always be made for move-

and snugly. Two special stud nuts are needed with the ment of the engine on its mount.

model 2 base. Safety the nuts in pairs. Self-locking (8) Three external oil lines are required: one
nuts may be used when availdble, except for the two leading from the engine oil system (at engine oil pres-
special stud nuts on the model 2 base. sure) to the governor inlet port, a second from the

CAUTION governor to the propeller, and a third from the gov-

Since all governors used on rear auxiliary ernor drain port to the engine sump or scavenge sys-

pads have one-piece drive gear shafts, an tem. The engine generally requires special outlet con-

additional check for binding should be nection plugs to accommodate these oil lines. Pipe
made. Remove the governor head assembly, plugs are inserted into the unused base outlet ports.
if this has not been done, and check the Anti-seize compound meeting Specification No. AN-
governor for freedom of movement (back-
lash) by turning the fly-weight cup during C-53 should be coated on the pipe plugs to facilitate
the tightening procedure. As an additional removal and to minimize leakage. All external oil

precaution, check the governor for freedom lines must be carefully installed with particular atten-
with the engine shaft turned to several dif- tion being paid to avoid sharp bends. As with all such
ferent positions. When the base is secure, external lines which carry oil under pressure, failure
reinstall the governor head assembly. due to fatigue must be guarded against by the use of

adequate supports closely spaced along the line. Gen-
erally, 3/8-inch inside diameter tubing is used, al-

though the aircraft manufacturer's installation
instructions should be consulted in each case. Copper,
steel, or flexible type tubing should be satisfactory if
properly installed.

Note
The importance of properly installing these
external oil lines cannot be overemphasized
inasmuch as failure may result in a serious
accident. If the oil line leading from the en-

gine lubricating system to the governor
should fail, the engine oil supply might be
entirely pumped out and engine seizure
would result. For this reason, it is desirable
to have the oil line take-off from the engine
oil system so arranged that the oil pressure

Figure 40-Connecting External Oil Line to Base indicator will give an immediate warning of
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Note-Continued these numbers represent the second and fifth units of

failure. If failure occurs in the line from the the governor .model designation. A IQ12-CIA incor-
governor to the propeller, excessive leakage porates a Q-1 body.
can be prevented by shifting the constant
speed control to the positive high pitch posi- b. ADJUSTMENT TESTS.-The following sug-
tion which completely shuts off governor gestions for checking and adjusting the constant speed
pressure oil to the propeller.

control system assume that a cable control system

c. REAR AUXILIARY PAD INSTALLATION. is used. For any control system, the purpose is to have
Installing a model 3 _base governor on this pad is simi_ the cockpit control 1/8 inch from its full forward
lar to the gun synchronizer pad installation except position when the governor is set to govern at take-off

that the pad itself is larger. Otherwise the instructions rpm, and the governor in the positive high pitch posi-

in paragraph 2.b. of this section should be followed. tion when the cockpit control is 1/8 inch from its full
rear position. In the high rpm condition the pulley .

3. CONTROL ADJUSTMENTS. stop pin would be against the high rpm adjustment

a. GENERAL. screw on the head, and in the positive high pitch con-

(1) Hamilton Standard Counterweight type
dition the rack would be against the top of the head.

propellers are available with pitch ranges up to 20 (1) GROUND TEST.-If the propeller has just
degrees. Shorter ranges are adequate for many air- been installed, the governor control should be moved
craft installations since the pitch range necessary is slowly through its entire range several times with the
that which provides low enough low pitch to permit engine running at approximately half throttle in
full take-of rpm on the ground and high enough high order to eliminate air from the oil system. The low
pitch to permit governing while descending under pitch stops in the propeller should have been set for
power from altitude. It is generally unnecessary and the desired low blade angle. This usually permits the
undesirable to employ a greater pitch range than that engine to develop take-off rpm at take-off manifold
required to satisfy these two extreme conditions. pressure with the aircraft stationary.

However, the low pitch should be high enough to per-

mit level flight without exceeding the engine's rated Note
With some installations, and depending upon

rpm, and the high pitch should be low enough to per¯
the altitude of the field, the correct low

mit level flight without exceeding the engine's rated blade angle prevents the engine from reach-

manifold pressure. Adjustable stops are incorporated ing take-off rpm without exceeding take-off
in the pitch changing mechanism so that the high and manifold pressure when the aircraft is sta-

low pitch limits can be definitely set. tionary. But as airspeed increases during the
take-off run, a condition occurs when the

(2) It is extremely important in the maintenance engine is developing take-off rpm and mani-

of manually controlled governors that the control fold pressure and the blades are against the

system permit the pilot accurate and convenient rpm low pitch stops. As the airspeed increases
further, the blade angle increases to main-

adjustment. When servicing cable type installations, tain constant rpm. In such cases the flight
use 3/32 inch cable because the pulley and cable clamP test procedure described in following para-
are designed for this size. graph 3.b.(2) of this section must be used.

It should be remembered that in propeller
(3) The control system should be adjusted so installations the low pitch setting should

that the propeller will reach take-off rpm when the not be so low as to prevent maintaining
cockpit lever is 1/8 inch from its full forward posi- flight in case the propeller goes to full low
tion, and so that the propeller will be at positive high pitch. As a rule in low powered installations,

pitch when the cockpit control is 1/8 inch from the the low pitch angle giving take-off manifold
pressure at take-off rpm on the ground will

extreme rear position. It is usually only necessary to permit level flight at reduced power,
adjust the high rpm setting of the governor control
system, as this action automatically takes care of the (a) If, with the low pitch stops in the correct

positive high pitch setting. It is assumed that all in- position and with the cockpit control in the full for-
stallations are made with the forward cockpit control ward position, the engine speed exceeds take-off rpm

position corresponding to high rpm, no matter what as the throttle is opened, the propeller blades are in
the head position is. Figure 32 shows the relation be- full low pitch and the governor is incorrectly ad-

tween control shaft (or pulley) rotation and the justed to govern at a higher rpm than required. To
corresponding rpm range on Counterweight type gov- adjust the system, pull the cockpit control back
ernors. It should be remembered that in figure 32 slowly until the engine tachometer indicates a drop
when a governor body is specified as Q-1, for example, in rpm. This shows that the governor is operating
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' '
correctly and can be set to govern at the indicáted
rpm. Adjust the governor control so that the tachom-
eter reads take-of rpm. With no further adjust-

ment of the propeller controls, shut down the engine.

Then turn the high rpm adjustment screw on the
governor head as shown in figure 41 until it just
touches the pulley stop pin, and lock this assembly.

One turn of the adjustment screw will change the
rpm setting by approximately 25 rpm. If the correct
setting cannot be obtained within the limit of this
screw, the stop pin on the pulley must be repositioned

as in figure 42. Moving the stop to the next adjacent

hole changes the angular relationship 20 degrees or

approximately 250 rpm. Always make certain that
the cable is tangent to the ulley on both sides of the
clamp at all points of its travel. If it is not, it will be
necessary 'to reindex the pulley on the control shaft.

Figure 41-Ad¡us ing High RPM Adjus ment Screw Without changing the position of the pulley, readjust

the control system by slipping the cable so that the
cockpit control is within 1/8 inch of its full forward
position. This setting of the pulley stop pin against

the high rpm adjustment screw should be the take-of

rpm setting for the installation. However, flight
testing may indicate minor readjustments.

Note
If the engine speed exceeds the proper take-
of rpm setting when the cockpit control is
moved to its full forward position, it is
possible for the governor setting to be too
high and for the blade angle setting to be
too low. To check this, reduce the throttle,
leaving the governor control in the full for-
ward position, and shut down the engine.
Insure that the blades are in full low pitch
position, and then check the low blade
angles either by the stops in the counter-
weight assembly or by using a protractor

Figure 42-Repositioning Pulley Stop Pin at the blade reference station (42-inch sta-
tion). If the low pitch is incorrectly set,
reset and recheck the take-of rpm setting.

(b) If the engine will not reach take-of rpm

with the governor control full forward as the throttle
is advanced to the engine manifold pressure limit,
there are several possible.causes (or combination of
causes). One, the governor control system may be
incorrectly set; two, the engine may not be able to
develop enough power to turn the propeller at take-

of rpm; and three, the blade angle may be set too
high. It should be remembered that with some in-

stallations it is not possible to obtain take-of rpm

on the blocks. The following procedure should be
followed in checking these conditions.

1. Leaving the governor control full for-
ward (allowing for the 1/8 inch pinch), stop the
engine. If the pulley stop pin does not contact the

Figure 43-Reindexing Pulley on Confrol Shaft high rpm adjustment screw, loosen the cable clamp,
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turn the pulley until the stop pin contacts the ad-

justment screw, and then tighten the cable clamp.
If the pulley stop pin does contact the adjustment

screw, unsafety the screw, turn it counterclockwise
(each turn is equivalent to about 25 rpm) and safety

it again. If a large adjustment is necessary, reposition

the pulley stop pin. Thèn, as before, readjust the
cable-pulley relationship so that the pulley stop pin
will contact the high rpm adjustment screw.

2. Check the propeller blade angle and reset

if wrong. Consult the proper handi>ook.
3. Start the engine, and when warmed up,

try the high rpm setting again. If the engine rpm
limit is not appreciably higher than before, the
engine is not developing enough power possibly due
to poor carburetion or faulty ignition. Check the
engine for correct operation. If the rpm limit in-
creases but does not reach the desired take-off rpm Figure 44-Adjusting Positive High Pitch Adjusting Screw

setting, readjust the high rpm adjustment screw and changing the position of the control. Then reset the
try again. If the engine exceeds its rpm limit, readjust high rpm adjustment screw until it just touches the
the control system as in paragraph 3.b.(1) (a) of pulley stop pin, and readjust the cable system until
this section. this pulley position is attained with the cockpit con-

Note trol lever 1/8 inch from its full forward position.

In making any of these adjustments, take (b) If take-off rpm cannot be obtained in the
care that at no position of the pulley does test flight, even with the cockpit control in the full
the cable clamp cut into the cable• forward position, it is an indication that the governot

(c) If, with the cockpit control set at its is governing at some rpm lower than take-off rpm,

full rear position, the engine operates at constant and that it will be necessary to readjust the system

speed as the throttle is reduced,.the positive high pitch to a greater extent than was done initially.

setting has not been made. The positive high pitch (c) The high pitch limit should, in general,
adjusting screw in the speeder rack should be ad- permit governing at Åruisingpower descent from
justed so that when the rack is against the top of the altitude. It is undesirable to have the high pitch
head, the propeller port in the drive gear shaft is limit higher than is required by operating conditions,
open to drain at least .010 inch. Adjustment of posi- as excessive high pitch makes it difficult to maintain

tive high pitch should be made by authorized per- level flight should the propeller be accidentally or
sonnel only, in accordance with the instructions in purposely placed in the positive high pitch position.
section VII, paragraph 1.b.(1) (a). Thus, with the
cockpit control in the full rear position, the propeller
will be against its positive high pitch stop no matter

what the setting of the throttle. However, as a result

of the flight test, adjustments may be necessary on
the propeller to prevent the high pitch limit from
being too high.

(2) FLIGHT TEST.

(a) If the low blade angle setting is such
that take-off rpm at take-oß manifold pressure is not

possible during ground run-up, it is necessary to
make a flight test to determine the control system
adjustment. This is accomplished by initially setting
the governor high rpm well above the take-oß rpm

position, and "jogging" the cockpit control lever in
flight until the engine turns at full take-oß rpm as

indicated by the tachometer. When this condition has
been obtained, the aircraft should be landed without Figure 45-Leoving Pulleyon Cohle of Governor Removol
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cable clamp and secure it. The pulley and the cable
should be in the same positions as before governor
removal.

(2) It may be more convenient to leave the
pulley attached to the control cable at the time of
governor removal. Note the pulley position number

(marked on the outer pulley face adjacent to the
center hex hole) with respect to the scribed index
line on the end of the control shaft. The cockpit
control should be moved to the extreme rear position
before the pulley is removed as at that position the
speeder spring will have no compression. Therefore,
the control shaft will not rotate after the pulley has
been removed. At reinstallation the pulley with the
cables attached need only be replaced on the control
shaft in the previously noted position.

F¡gure 46-Control Shaft Scr¡be Mark and b. Remove the governor mounting stud nuts. In-
Pulley index Numbers terference of the governor base or body for some

models prevents complete removal of these nuts with

4. REMOVAL OF GOVERNOR FROM ENGINE. the governor resting on the pad. It is necessary,

therefore, to raise the governor as the nuts are being
a. Disconnect the cockpit control from the gov-

removed before the nuts can be completely removed.
ernor. To help in reestablishing the same relationship
between cockpit control and' governor pulley when c. If the governor is mounted on the engine rear

the unit is reinstalled on the same aircraft, follow one section with the external lines, these lines must be
of the two procedures outlined below. EÏtherof these disconnected, taking care not to damage them by
procedures will reduce to a minimum the amount of bending or kinking. The ends of these pipes should

rpm adjustment necessary when the unit is reinstalled. be protected when not connected to the governor.

(1) If the pulley is to be removed with the d. Remove the mounting gasket. If the governor
governor, the cockpit control cable should be marked is to be removed for a considerable length of time
at the point where it attaches to the cable clamp on and another unit not substituted, it is advisable to
the pulley. At governor reinstallation, insert the replace the pad cover on the engine to prevent damage
marked section of the cable again under the pulley caused by foreign matter.
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SECTION IV
OPERATION

1. PRINCIPLES OF OPERATION. (2) The position of the speeder rack is controlled

a. GENERAL.-The constant speed control (or through a pulley mounted on the end of a shaft which

governor) used with Counterweight type propellers has been inserted into the governor head. A pinion

is designed to provide the high pressure oil necessary gear integral with the control shaft meshes with the

for propeller pitch changing operation and also to speeder rack. Moving the pulley by means of the

provide automatic regulation of the oil flow so that control cable turns the control shaft and so adjusts

the propeller will operate at a constant speed. The the position of the rack in the head. This varies the

essential units of the governor are: a gear type pump compression in the speeder spring and, therefore, the

which, supplied with engine oil at engine oil supply rpm settmg.

pressure, boosts this oil to the pressüre necessary for (a) The limit of pulley travel in the low rpm

propeller pitch changing operation; a relief valve direction is reached when the top of the rack contacts

system which limits the pressure developed by the the head. As the rack moves upward, the nut on the
gear pump to the value required for propeller opera- upper end of the spring collar attached to the pilot
tion; a pilot valve controlled by a fly-weight and valve contacts the positive high pitch adjusting screw

speeder spring system (the fundamental governor inside the rack. Thus, the rack directly raises the
mechanism) which directs the flow of oil to and from pilot valve, and opens the propeller line to drain.
the propeller; and a rack and pinion device which When the rack contacts the head, the pilot valve
controls the compression of the speeder spring. The should open the propeller port at least .010 inch to
following description of governor operation applies drain.
to both the single capacity and double capacity types (b) The limit of pulley travel in the high rpm

since they are identical in this respect· direction is reached when the stop pin located in one

of 18 holes in the pulley strikes the end of the high
b. GOVERNOR CONTROL.

rpm adjustment screw in the external boss on the
(1) The only manual control the pilot has over governor head. Coarse rpm adjustment is made by

the propeller is control of the speeder rack in the moving the stop pin to another hole. Shifting the stop

governor head by operation of the cockpit control· pin from one hole to the next varies pulley rotation

Therefore, by means of the pulley the pilot maY 20 degrees with a consequent change in the high rpm

choose any available position of the speeder rack• setting of approximately 250 rpm. Fine adjustment

This, in turn, controls the compression of the speeder is made with the adjustment screw in the head, one
spring. Centrifugal force acting on the fly-weights turn of which varies the rpm setting approximately

is changed into a vertical force upwards on the pilot 25 rpm.
valve due to the construction of the mechanism.

c. OPERATING CONDITIONS.This fly-weight force and the speeder spring force on
the pilot valve oppose each other to determine the (1) GOVERNOR ON-SPEED CONDITION.-
position of the pilot valve. If the speeder spring force The on-speed condition, shown in figure 47, exists

is greater, an underspeed condition results. That is, when the factors of flight affecting propeller opera-

the speed of the engine as measured by the fly-weight tion are constant; for example, when the aircraft is
force is not sufficient to balance the speed desired, as flying level through stable air. In this condition the
set by the strength of the speeder spring. An over- force of the fly-weights (5) just balances the speeder

speed condition exists when the opposite is true. When spring force on the pilot valve (10). The lower land
the two forces just balance each other and the pilot on the pilot valve (10) shuts off completely the line
valve is in its middle or neutral position, the engine (13) connecting to the propeller, thus preventing the
is exactly on-speed. Because of the time required for flow of oil to or from the propeller. The pressure oil
pilot valve movement and propeller controlling oil from the pump is relieved through the relief valve

flow, it cannot be expected that propeller response (6) and is recirculated to the inlet side of the pump,
to overspeed and underspeed corrections will be in- Because the propeller counterweight force toward
stantaneous. If the throttle is advanced suddenly, high pitch is balanced by the oil force, the cylinder

the engine may momentarily overspeed before suffi- (14) is prevented from moving, and the propeller
cient oil can drain from the propeller to increase the does not change pitch. Under actual conditions a

blade angle to absorb this increase in power. slight amount of leakage usually occurs at the engine
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Figure 47-Governor Operating Diagram (See figure 48 for nomenclature and color key)
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GOVERNOR OIL
DRAIN OIL

IIEWHERIE PROPELLEROlL

1 PULLEY
2 SPEEDERRACK ASSEMBLY
3 SPEEDERSPRING
4 FLY-WEIGHTCUP
5 FLY-WEIGHT
ó RELIEFVALVE

7 IDLERGEAR

8 RELlEFVALVE DRAIN PASSAGE
9 ENGINE OIL SUPPLY PASSAGE

10 PILOT VALVE & SPRING COLLARASSEMSLY
11 DRIVEGEAR & SHAFT
12 FLY-WEIGHTCHAMBER DRAIN PASSAGE
13 PROPELLER-GOVERNOR LINE
14 PROFELLERCYLINDER
15 PROPELLERCOUNTERWEIGHTS
16 PROPELLERBLADE

Figure 48--Governor Operating Diagrams
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transfer rings. This is compensated by the governor screwed onto the pilot valve (10), the pilot valve is
assuming a slight underspeed condition. The pilot also raised into an overspeed position, with the pro-

valve is lowered enough to meter oil at relief valve peller line (13) open at least .010 inch, allowing the
pressure to the propeller at a rate of flow which will propeller oil to drain. As the oil drains, the centrifugal

neutralize the leakage. force on the propeller counterweights (15) moves the

(2) GOVERNOR UNDERSPEED CONDI- counterweights outward and turns the blades to
extreme high pitch. This blade angle will be main-TION.-The underspeed condition, shown in figure
tained as long as the pilot valve is held mechanically48, is a result of change in aircraft attitude, loss of
in its upward position.

engine power, or governor control movement toward

a higher rpm. Since the force of the fly-weights (5) (5) GOVERNOR PARTIAL GOVERNING
is less than the speeder spring force, the pilot valve CONDITION.-Partial governing occurs in that
(10) is forced down. Oil from the booster pump portion of the pulley angular range between the
flows through the line (13) to the propeller. This minimum full-governing position and the positive
forces the cylinder (14) outward, and the blades (16) high pitch end of the range. This range is shown in
turn to a lower pitch. As the blade angle decreases, figure 32. In this condition the pilot valve is free to
less power is required to rotate the propeller and, move an amount downward limited by the spring

therefore, the engine can turn the propeller faster. collar nut contacting the speeder rack adjusting

As the engine rpm increases, the fly-weight force in- screw, and an amount upward limited by the speeder

creases, the pilot valve is raised, and the on-speed spring compression. In this partial governing con-

condition is resumed. The balance of the oil which is dition the pilot valve cannot descend far enough to
not flowing to the propeller is bypassed through the allow the required governor oil to flow to the pro-

relief valve. peller during underspeed operation. Thus, only an

(3) GOVERNOR OVERSPEED CONDITION. overspeed condition can be corrected automatically.

As the speeder rack is moved downward, the limit-Figure 48 shows the overspeed condition which
provided by the spring collar nut-speeder rack ad-

occurs when the aircraft attitude changes, the engine
justing screw contact is also moved downward untilpower is increased, or the governor control is moved
contact is no longer possible. This is the minimumtowards a lower rpm. In this condition the force of

the fly-weights (5) overcomes the speeder spring full-governing position.

force and raises the pilot valve. The lower land of 2. OPERATION INSTRUCTIONS.
the pilot valve (10) opens the propeller line (13) to
drain, thus permitting the counterweight force in Note

The procedures outlined in this section are
the propeller to turn the blades towards a higher suggestions for the operation of Counter-
pitch. With a higher pitch, more power is required weight type propeller governors. However,
to turn the propeller, and since no more power is the engine or aircraft manufacturers' oper-

made available, the engine slows down. As the speed ating handbooks should be consulted for
is reduced, the fly-weight force lessens and becomes each particular aircraft.

equal to the speeder spring force, the pilot valve is a. GROUND TEST. -To check the governing
lowered, and the governor resumes its on-speed con¯

action on the ground, start the engine in the normal
dition' manner with the cockpit control in the full rear posi-

(4) GOVERNOR POSITIVE HIGH PITCH tion. With the governor set in this positive high pitch
CONDITION.-For certain operating conditions of position, the propeller will operate as a fixed pitch
an aircraft, it is desirable to have the propeller in a propeller, and the engine will be controlled by the
fixed pitch position, so that engine rpm is responsive throttle only. As soon as oil pressure is indicated, move

to throttle control only. With a Counterweight pro- the control to the high rpm position. If the governor
peller, this condition is possible when the governor is not operative, shut down immediately, and check

(and propeller) is set into a positive high pitch posi- the governor for correct plugging. Running an in-
tion. To place the propeller into its high pitch position, operative governor may cause failure of the unit.

the governor control is moved to its extreme rear

position. This rotates the pulley (1) and raises the CAUTION
speeder rack (2) so that it contacts the top of its The Counterweight type propeller should
bore in the governor head. With the rack in this always be stopped in the high pitch position.

position, the nut on the upper end of the spring collar The primary purpose of this is to protect
the piston from accumulating particles of

strikes the adjusting screw inside the rack, and is foreign matter on its bearing surface. Sec-
lifted as the rack is raised. Since the spring collar is ondly, the propeller cylinder chamber will
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CAUTION-Continued (3) FIXED PITCH OPERATION.-If it is de-

be emptied of oil. Any oil remaining in the sired, the propeller can be set in the positive high
cylinder is subject to congealing in cold pitch position for engine checking or for any other
weather due to its exposed position. Thirdly, reason.
if the propeller is stopped in its low pitch
position, the oil in the cylinder may grad- (4) POWER DESCENT.--Power descent oper-

ually leak into the engine through the trans- ation in which the power absorption limits of the
fer rings of the propeller shaft. Then, if the propeller are not exceeded is fully controlled by the
engine is started with the control in a high governor. As the air speed increases during descent,
rpm position, the propeller will require oil
to maintain low pitch. This will mean a pre- the governor will move the propeller blades to a

mature drain of engine oil through the higher pitch in order to hold the rpm at the desired
governor which may cause starvation at value. If the high pitch limit of the propeller is high
certain engine bearings. enough, the rpm will remain constant. If, however,

When the engine is sufficiently warmed up, move the blades contact this stop, the propeller rpm will

the governor control slowly through its range sev- not remain constant and will be responsive to any

eral times. This permits the escape of any trapped increase in air speed or change of throttle setting.

air in the propeller system, and at the same time Since an increase in rpm, a decrease in manifold

checks governor operation. Move the control to the pressure, or a decrease in air speed requires a decrease
high rpm position, advance the throttle, and make in blade angle, it is possible for the governor to regain

the customary check of engine manifold pressure control by increasing the rpm with the governor

and rpm. If it is so desired, the engine magneto check control, decreasing the manifold pressure, or decreas-
may be made while the propeller is in the positive ing the air speed.

high pitch position• (5) APPROACH AND LANDING.-Adjust

b. FLIGHT TEST.-No flight test is required
the governor to its maximum cruising rpm position,
and control the engine by means of the throttle. Inexcept those tests previously mentioned in section III

. this position, emergency requirements can usually beto check control system adjustment.
met by throttle adjustment alone. Upon landing, the

c. FLIGHT OPERATION. control should be placed in the high rpm position.
This moves the blades to full low pitch which añords

(1) TAKE-OFF.-Place the governor control in better ground control in taxying and more satisfac-
the full forward position. Gradually advance the tory operation of the engine.
throttle to the take-on manifold pressure desired.
Engine rpm will increase until it reaches the take-off (6) STOPPING THE ENGINE.-The propeller
rpm for which the governor has been set. Normal should always be shifted to the high pitch position
overspeeding is to be expected with rapid control before stopping the engine. The primary purpose is
movement. From this point on, the rpm will be held to protect the piston from accumulating foreign
constant by the governor, which means that full matter on its bearing surface. Secondly, the cylinder
power is available during take-off and climb without will be emptied of oil. Oil remaining in the cylinder
excessive engine speed. Soon after take-off it is gen- chamber may congeal in cold weather due to its ex-

erally desirable to reduce power and then rpm. All posed position. Thirdly, if the propeller is stopped in
changes in governor control and throttle setting low pitch, the oil in the cylinder chamber may grad-
should be made smoothly. ually leak into the engine through the transfer rings

of the propeller shaft. Then, if the engine is started
Note with the control in the high rpm position, the pro-

If the power and rpm are to be increased, peller will require oil to maintain low pitch. This
increase the governor control first and then
the throttle. If power and rpm are to be may cause premature drain of engine oil through the

decreased, reduce the throttle first and then governor and oil starvation at certain engine bearings.
the governor control. This will prevent ex-

(7) MIXTURE CONTROL.-Since the con-cessive manifold pressure.
stant speed control holds engine rpm constant regard-

(2) CRUISING.-Once the cruising rpm has less of power output, the mixture cannot be adjusted

been set, it will be held constant by the governor. by watching the tachometer except when the gov-

All changes in attitude of the aircraft, altitude, and ernor and propeller have been placed in a positive
engine manifold pressure can be made without affect- high pitch position. Under certain operating condi-

ing the rpm as long as the blades do not contact the tions such as climb and power descent, it is incon-
pitch limit stops. venient and undesirable to put the blades into full
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high pitch in order to check the mixture. Because oil to the propeller. All of the oil in the propeller will,
it is under these conditions that constant speed action however, be lost.
is most desired and that mixture control needs most (b) If the oil line leading from the oil supply
frequent adjustments for best ecoriomy, many air-

to the governor should fail, the engine oil may all
craft include an automatic means of regulating the be pumped out and engine seizure would result. As
fuel-air ratio such as an automatic carburetor or a mentioned in section III, paragraph 2.b.(8), it is
fuel-air ratio analyzer• desirable to have the oil pressure gage so located that

(8) ENGINE FAILURE.-It is very desirable this type of failure would be immediately indicated.

to reduce engine speed to a minimum in case of engine Should this failure occur, the engine should be stopped

failure. As positive high pitch is the position of least as soon as possible.
drag and minimum rpm, the propeller should be (c) If the external line leading from the gov-
placed in this position if the engine becomes in- ernor drain to the engine sump should fail, all drain
operative· oil would be lost. This would eventually result in the

(9) OIL LINE FAILURE.-On those installa_ complete loss of all oil going to the propeller. To

tions which use external oil lines there is always the prevent this, operate the propeller in a continuous

possibility of failure in one of those lines. Obviously, underspeed condition by setting the governor control

it may be extremely difficult or impossible to discover to its high rpm position, and reducing the throttle so

any o£ these failures due to the inclosed structure of that thd engine cannot develop that speed. Also, the

the aircraft. The best preventive is a well supported positive high pitch position will limit the loss of oil.

installation of oil lines· (10) COLD WEATHER OPERATING IN-
(a) If failure should occur in the high pres- STRUCTIONS.-On aircraft equipped with provi-

sure line leading from the governor to the propeller, sions for dilution of the engine oil system, operate the
leakage may be minimized by placing the governor propeller control to obtain a change of 400 rpm, and

control in the positive high pitch position. In this repeat this operation three times during the last two
position the pilot valve is mechanically held above the minutes of the oil dilution operation. This provides
propeller port, and effectively prevents the flow of diluted oil in the propeller control system.
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SECTION V
SERVICE INSPECTION, MAINTENANCE, AND LUBRICATION

1. SERVICE TOOLS REQUIRED.-There are no tools through the slot in the head. If the lock tab does
other than standard wrenches, pliers, screw drivers, become loose, the nut may back out far enough to
etc. required for servicing governors. allow the control shaft to disengage from the speeder

rack. As a result, the governor rack will be positioned
2. SERVICE INSPECTION.

by the speeder spring at a low rpm setting, and a
Note small amount of drain oil will be lost from the head.

Inspection periods established for Army Air Check the control system for security of mounting,
Forces and Navy service organizations are
not identical. Therefore, the inspection and make certain that the cable or push rod is not

periods specified in this section in terms of chafed at any point.
hours consist of two figures; i.e. 25-30' d. 50-60 HOUR INSPECTION.-For each suc-
Hour Inspection. The first figure indicates
the Army Air Forces inspection period, and ceeding 25-hour and 30-hour period, Army and Navy
the second figure is the comparable Navy personnel shall accomplish the 25-Hour and 30-Hour
inspection period. In accordance with T. O. Inspection Forms respectively and any additional
No. 00-20A-2, a summary of the period in·

checks prescribed by local technical publications.
spections prescribed below will be entered
by Army Air Force Personnel on the Master e. 100-120 HOUR INSPECTION.-Disconnect
Airplane Maintenance Forms maintained in the governor pulley, bend back the locking tabs on
the back of Form 41B for the airplanes
afFected. the control shaft packing nut, and then remove the

nut. Check for wear on the control shaft packing
-COLUMN NO. 28~

nut bushing, and replace the bushing or nut assembly
PROPELLERS AND ACCESSORIES if it is badly worn. This condition results mainly

a. PREFLIGHT INSPECTION. from an excessively tight control cable. Tensile load
on this cable should not exceed 20 pounds.

(1) Check for external oil leakage at the gov-
ernor. When necessary, replace damaged gaskets and f. 200-240 HOUR INSPECTION.
tighten the securing nuts. (1) Remove the pulley from. the control shaft.

(2) Make certain the control system is free Take off the four palnuts, nuts, and washers from
from Jost motion. the head & body attaching studs, and then lift off

(3) Place the governor control in the positive
the governor head.

high pitch position, and start the engine. As soon as (2) Remove the rack assembly and check the

oil pressure is indicated, shift the control to the high rack and governor cover for scoring, galling, and

rpm position and warm up the engine in accordance corrosion. If necessary, remove this damage with cro-

with the manufacturer's recommendations. With the cus cloth, and lubricate the head and rack with Tule
engine running at reduced throttle, move the gov- VH grease, or grease to Specification No. AN-G-3.
ernor control several times between the high and g. OVERHAUL.-The maximum operating time
low settings and check operation of the system· between overhauls is the same as for Counterweight

b. DAILY INSPECTION.--On those installations propellers.

which have external oil lines from the governor to
3. MAINTENANCE.

the propeller, check the lines for chafing and leakage,
and check that all supports are in good condition, a. LEAKAGE.-Replace damaged gaskets, or
and safetied. If any union leaks, correct this trouble tighten the securing nuts if external leakage is de-
immediately. Inspect the lines for chafing at any tected.
points where they pass close to the structure of the

b. CONTROL SYSTEM.-On a cable system, the
engine and aircraft.

tension adjustment should be regulated to give about

c. 25-30 HOUR INSPECTION.-Check the con- 20 pounds pull in the cable. An allowance must be
trol shaft packing nut to see that it is securely ' made for an increase in cable tension due to engine

locked. When insufficient wrench torque is used, the movement on its mounts. On a rigid control system,
nut can loosen during subsequent operation and adjust the linkages to provide positive control with-

cause the gasket locking tab to chatter and chew out imposing an excessive load on the control shaft.
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With either system the loading should be sufficient to pins, palnuts, etc. are damaged or missing, make the
provide positive control and freedom from lost necessary replacement.

motion, but not heavy enough to cause undue wear
on the control shaft packing nut bushing. The cock- 4. LUBRICATION.
pit governor control quadrant should be tight enough

a. Since the governor operates with its moving
to prevent its creeping during operation, but not so parts constantly in oil under pressure, no additional
tight as to prevent ease of movement when the rpm

lubrication is required.
setting is changed.

b. The upper surfaces of the speeder rack may be
c. EXTERNAL OIL LINES.--Replace any line

corroded under certain operating conditions. To
which is damaged due to chafing. Damage and conse-

minimize this recurring, smooth down the damage
quent failure of any external line can cause complete

with crocus cloth, thoroughly clean the parts, and
failure of the engine due to the loss of lubricating

then coat the speeder rack with Tule VH lubricant,
oil. Replace any support that is damaged or is evi-

manufactured by the Universal Lubricating Com-
dently too weak.

pany, Cleveland, Ohio, or grease manufactured to
d. LOCKING.---If any external lock wire, cotter Specification No. AN-G-3.

5. SERVICE TROUBLES AND REMEDIES. --- The
following information in its condensed table form
lists the troubles, the probable causes, and the reme-

dies most frequently encoun,tered in governor Field
servicing work. It is to be understood that some of
these troubles might also be the result of malfunc-

tioning of the propeller, the engine, or other acces-

sories in the aircraft; however, the remedies listed
here assume the governor to be at fault and deal
only with corrections to this unit. This information
supplemented by a thorough understanding of the
principle of operation of the governor should make

trouble-shooting relatively simple. Careful and accu-

rate determination of the troubles, their related

causes, and remedies will reduce to a minimum the
time required for servicing and will aid in extending

the life of the equipment.
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TROUBLE PROBABLE CAUSE REMEDY

LEAKAGE

Between control shaft Damaged packing nut lock gasket. Replace packing nut lock gasket.
packing nut and head.

Loose control shaft packing nut. Tighten control shaft packing nut.

Between control shaft Damaged packing nut bushing. Replace packing nut bushing or packing nut
packing nut and con- assembly.
trol shaft

Damaged packing washer. Replace packing washer.

Between head and Damaged head & body gasket. Replace head & body gasket.
body

Loose head & body attaching nuts. Tighten attaching nuts and palauts.
Between relief valve Damaged relief valve plug lock Replace gasket.
plug and body. gasket.

Loose relief valve plug. Retighten plug.
Between body and Damaged body & base gasket. Replace body & base gasket,
base.

Loose body & base stud nuts. Retighten body & base attaching stud nuts.

Between governor Damaged governor mounting Replace governor mounting gasket.
base and engine gasket.
mounting pad.

Loose governor attaching nuts. Retighten nuts and palnuts.
Warped governor base. Lap governor base.
Warped engine mounting pad. Consult engine manual.

Damaged base mounting surface. Replace damaged part.
Between pipe plug Loose pipe plug. Tighten or replace pipe plug.
and base on base
models 2 and 4.

Between bearing Damaged cover gasket. Replace gasket.
cover and model 2
base. Loose cover. Tighten cover securely.

INABILITY TO Wrong high rpm setting on Reset governor external high rpm adjustment
ATTAIN TAKE-OFF goveinor. screw. Reset on test rig if available.
RPM ON THE
BLOCKS. (See sec- Incorrect rigging of control Adjust control system.

tion III.) system.

NOTE
Low engine power. Consult engine manual.

With take-off mani- Erroneous reading tachometers Calibrate or replace instruments.
fold pressure, it is or manifold pressure gages.
impossible in some Sticky pilot valve. Remove head, clean pilot valve with crocus
installations to obtain cloth. Maintain sharp corners of pilot valve land.
tbakeckof rpm on the Check for straightness of pilot valve, and if bent,

replace.

Sticky relief valve. Inspect for burrs, and clean.

POOR Sludge in governor pilot valve Disassemble and clean.
SYNCHRONI- or relief valve.
ZATION Burrs on pilot valve lands. Disassemble and clean with crocus cloth.

Backlash in governor control Rerig or adjust control system.
system.

Short control lever making fine Rerig control system.
adjustments of speed impossible.

Sticky relief valve. Inspect for burrs, and clean.

Erroneous reading tachometers. Calibrate or replace instruments.
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TROUBLE PROBABLE CAUSE REMEDY

POOR Sticky pilot valve bearing. Remove head and pilot valve. Clean or re-
SYNCHRONI- place bearing. (Check speeder spring ends for
ZATION (Conod) burnishing.)

Bent pilot valve. Remove head and replace pilot valve.

Excessive internal leakage Check on rig and make necessary part re-
in governor. placement.
Galled or corroded speeder rack Remove head, clean up and lubricate rack
and bore. and bore.

EXCESSIVE OVER- Wrong setting on governor. Reset governor. Use test rig if available.
SPEEDING ON
TAKE-OFF Too rapid opening of throttle. Advance throttle evenly and slowly.

Damaged or incorrect gasket be- Install correct new gasket.
tween governor base and engine
mounting pad.
Sticky governor pilot or relief Disassemble, clean, and check for burrs. Replace
valve. pilot valves if found bent.

Erroneous reading tachometers Calibrate or replace instruments.
or manifold pressure gages.

INABILITY TO Pilot valve does not open pro- Adjust screw higher in speeder rack so that pilot
ATTAIN POSITIVE peller port. valve opens propeller port .010 inch when rack
HIGH PITCH contacts top of head.

Rack fails to contact top of head. Check control system and readjust to obtain
full rack travel.
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SECTION VI
DISASSEMBLY, INSPECTION, REPAIR, AND REASSEMBLY

1. OVERHAUL TOOLS REQUIRED. This operation may be assisted by holding the coupling

No tools other than standard wrenches, pliers, in a soft-jawed vise. On governors having the model

screw drivers, etc. are required for disassembling 1 base, remove the body & Lase locating screw, lock
and assembling Counterweight governors. nut, nut, and washer. Remove the lock wire, the

securing nuts, and the indluded washers from the
2. DISASSEMBLY. studs which hold the body assembly to the base

a. DISASSEMBLY OF GOVERNOR assembly. Holding the body firmly in one hand, lightly

INTO SUBASSEMBLIES. tap the upper end of the drive gear shaft with a non-

ferrous or a non-metallic hammer. This will drive
(1) Remove the palnuts, hold-down nuts, and the base away from the body. Remove the drive gear

washers from the studs in the head. Lift the head shaft and the idler gear. Leave the single capacity
straight 05 evenly and slowly taking care that the idler gear shaft in whichever housing it remains when
pilot valve does not bind in the drive gear shaft. Do the parts are separated.
not use force, as that would dull the sharp edges of

the pilot valve lands. Remove the head-body gasket· Note
(2) Remove the fly-weight assembly by freeing The idler gear shaft will usually remain

the snap ring which holds the assembly to the end in the body. However, manufacturing toler-

of the drive gear shaft and lifting the fly-weight ances are such that the shaft may be a light
press fit in the base, and as a result, remain

assembly off. The fly-weight assembly is, for all prac-
fixed in the base at governor disassembly.

tical purposes, an integral assembly, and no attempt In any event, the shaft should be left as it
should be made to remove the fly-weights from the is found since repeated removals will cause

cup or the cup wall from the base. enlargement of the recess in the housing.
Refer to section VI, paragraph 3.c.(2) (f)

(3) To separate the body from the base, first for a rework procedure for loose idler gear
remove the drive gear coupling and the lock ring. shafts. At governor reassembly, the shaft

should be checked to ascertain that it is
properly seated. '

b. DISASSEMBLY OF HEAD ASSEMBLY.

(1) Note the position of the pulley relative to
the scribed line on the control shaft. Remove the
cotter pin, nut, washer, pulley, and hex washer. Pull
the speeder rack-pilot valve assembly straight out

Figure 49-Separaf¡ng the Body From the Base Figure 50-Note Position of Pulley Before Removal
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from the head bore. Bend back the control shaft they are loose in the body or do not fit snugly in the
packing nut tab lock gasket. Then the control shaft base, replace them with oversize dowels according to
packing nut, the control shaft with its packing the procedure outlined in section VI, paragraph
washer, and the control shaft spring should be taken 3.c.(2) (e).

out.
d. DISASSEMBLY OF BASE ASSEMBLY.

(2) It is usually unnecessary to remove the
high rpm adjustment screw from the head unless it (1) Base models 1, 3, 4, 10, and 12 are not dis-

is damaged. assembled. All studs, permanent sealing plugs, and the
bushing in the model 1 base are left in the housing

(3) To disassemble the speeder rack-pilot valve unless damaged. Unless the direction of rotation is to
assembly, remove the lock nut and hold-down nut be reversed, the oil control plug is not removed. How-
from the end of the spring collar. Lift off the rack, ever, the oil line strainer in the newer double capacity
speeder spring, and spring collar spacer. In certain base model should be removed and cleaned.
models the speeder spring is screwed into a lip on
the spring collar lower flange. It is easily removed

,

(2) On the model 2 base, remove the safety
wire, bearing cover screws, bearing cover plate, andby unscrewing. If necessary, unsafety and remove

the spring collar and the pilot valve bearing from gasket. Then push out the shaft and bearing. The

the pilot valve. This should not be done unless the bearing should be a slip fit in the housing recess.

parts are damaged since the hole in the pilot valve
3. CLEANING, INSPECTIONused for safetying is drilled at assembly and correct '

TESTING, AND REPAIR.realignment of spring collar and pilot valve cotter

pin holes may be difficult. a. CLEANING.--Governor parts are to be thor-
oughly cleaned with kerosene, non-leaded gasoline, or

c. DISASSEMBLY OF BODY ASSEMBLY- some other suitable non-caustic cleaning solution. All
(1) Unsafety the relief valve plug tab lock parts must be completely free of grease and oil prior

gasket, unscrew the relief valve plug, and remove to inspection.

the relief valve spring and plunger. The relief valve b. INSPECTION.-Unless otherwise specified, any
bushing in the single capacity governor is a press fit worn parts which do not impair functioning of the
and should not be removed except for replacement. .

umt or cause it to fall below the oil test specification
(2) The oil control plug is left in the body unless requirements of section VII are to be considered sat-

it is desired to reverse the direction of governor isfactory for future use. Unless neoprene and com-

rotation before reinstallation. position gaskets are in exceptionally good condition,

Note
replace them at reassembly.

A small plug is incorporated in the body (1) VISUAL.--Examine all parts carefully for
housing of single capacity governors at the galling, cracks, damage, etc.
end of the high pressure passage. During the
manufacture of the governor it is necessary (2) MAGNETIC.-The drive gear & shaft,
to pierce the casting wall, and this plug is idler gear, and drive coupling are to be inspected by
merely used to seal the wall of the housing· an approved magnetic process.
It has no functional purpose and should
never be removed during routine governor c. REPAIR AND REPLACEMENT.
disassembly.

(1) HEAD ASSEMBLY.
(3) A small neoprene gasket is included in the (a) SPEEDER RACK AND BORE.--The

body parting surface of single capacity governors speeder rack should be free from corrosion, and any
and in the base parting surface of double capacity metal pick-up is to be polished off with fine emery or
governors, in both cases encircling the gear pump crocus cloth. Make certain that the part is abso-
recess. In general, if inspection indicates that the lutely clean before it is reassembled into the governor.
gasket has not been damaged, it will not be necessary The speeder rack bore should also be polished if it is
to remove it. In order to avoid possible leakage be-

corroded, galled, or scored. Tulc VH grease (or a
tween the body and the base, some operators consider grease to Specification No. AN-G-3) applied on the
it desirable to replace this gasket during governor rack, and the rack bore, is recommended as a corrosion
overhaul regardless of its apparent condition• preventive. The maximum diameter of the bore is

(4) On those body models which have body & .878 inch, and a larger diameter is cause for replace-

base locating dowels, it is ordinarily not necessary to ment of the head housing. Similarly, the minimum

remove these dowels at disassembly. However, if rack diameter is .873 inch.
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(b) CONTROL SHAFT AND PACKING
NUT.--The control shaft should be replaced if its 533|5

packing nut bearing surface is worn enough to cause 6°66

oil leakage or faulty operation. The shaft may be
salvaged according to the procedure in paragraph
3.c.(1) (c) of section VI. Before replacing the control
shaft, make certain neither the packing nut bushing
nor control shaft packing washer is worn sufficiently I.HISL POINT

to cause leakage. Wearing off of the plating on the THIS FND HAS RFEN
control shaft gear teeth should not be confused with D SIVFR SOL.DER

actual wearing of the teeth. When the shaft is pushed HFAT I FNGTH INDICATED

into the head (at any angular position), it should

spring out freely. Sticking is an indication of a cocked Figure 52-Control Shaft W¡thSleeve
bushing in the control shaft packing nut, or a bent
control shaft. If the packing nut bushing is worn or

damaged enough to cause oil leakage or poor opera- 94"+.000,
tion, replace either the bushing itself or the packing -.0 10
nut assembly. 395"DIA. 00

SK-74 32
S M-74 3 I "I +.00\

,, --OOO"
55774 .310 DIA. SA E 35
SM-74 30

x45 CHAMFER
BOTH E NDS

\\E Figure 53-Control Shaft Sleeve

Figure 51-Assembled View of Reworked Control Shaft
INSIDE DIA. OF

(c) SALVAGE OF WORN NOTE: MAKE BUSHING MUST RE
FROM PART CONCENTRIC WITHCONTROL SHAFTS. R üg!77. THD WITHIN .OO6"TOTAL

INDICATOR READING
1. Governor control shafts No. 53345 which

are worn at the packing nut bearing surface can again

be made serviceable by fitting a steel sleeve (figure Figure 54--Reworked Pack¡ng Nut
53) over the worn end of the shaft.

2. Wear on the shaft does not usually take
place over the entire bearing length (from the inboard ,, ('DA
end of the hex to the .578 inch diameter shoulder), 8
and hence there remains approximately 1/16 inch at

each end of this bearing length which is still to the
original .311 inch diameter. These unworn sections
serve as a pilot to center the steel sleeve.

3. Figure 52 shows a reworked control
shaft assembly with the steel sleeve in place. To ac- ADIA. THERMO LEATHER
complish this, make up a steel sleeve in accordance

32

with part No. SK-7433 (shown in figure 53), and

make certain that the ID and OD of the sleev,e are F¡gure 55-Packing Nut Leather Washer
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concentric. Use steel to specification No. AN-S-16, or ity requirements of section VH, and the governor
No. SAE 6135. Solder this sleeve onto the control shaft leakage specifications are not exceeded. Check that the
as shown in figure 52. There is no need to grind the pump parts do not bind by hand turning the drive
sleeve OD concentric with the remainder of the shaft; gear shaft.

however, if it is desired to finish the sleeve after it has (d) PILOT VALVE ASSEMBLY.-The pilot
been soldered in place, the shaft may be set on centers

valve ball bearing should spin freely. If, after cleaning
and the sleeve ground to the required size. The pack-

the bearing thoroughly, binding is noticed, replace the
ing nut used on a reworked shaft is made by reaming bearing. Check to see that the pilot valve fits in the
out the bushing to .375

+· inch diameter as shown. drive gear shaft in any angular position without bind-
4. Clean all parts thoroughly, and then ing. This valve may be dressed down lightly with cro-

assemble them into the governor head with a leather cus cloth, but the edges on the valve lands must be
washer (figure 5 5) installed between the packing nut maintained sharp and square. Rounded edges on the
and the control shaft flange, and a tab lock gasket pilot valve lands will cause poor operation of the gov-

between the packing nut and the governor head. ernor. Replace any valves which bind because they

(d) PULLEY.-When the hex hole washer are bent. The speeder spring should be free from
has been omitted inboard of the pulley, the hard steel corrosion and discoloration. If the pilot valve ball
control shaft may broach through the comparatively bearing binds, the speeder spring will turn during
soft pulley during operation of the governor. In such governor operation and excessive heat will be gen-

a case, or if the hex hole in the pulley has worn such erated between the speeder spring and the adjustment

that it no longer gives positive control, replace the screw in the rack, and in some cases, the speeder spring

pulley. collar at the bottom. This condition is evidenced by
discoloration of the spring, and the result is perma-

(2) BODY ASSEMBLY· nent set in the spring and/or a change in the spring

(a) GENERAL.-Make certain that all oil characteristics. Replace speeder springs damaged in

passages are open and free from sludge and dirt. Re- this way.

place seals, gaskets, and washers which are not satis
(e) INSTALLATION OF OVERSIZE BODY

factory for further service. All parting surfaces are & BASE LOCATING DOWELS.
to be free from nicks and burrs, and the oilicontrol

1. GENERAL.----When a governor has been
plug must be tight and correctly located for the in-

disassembled a number of times, the dowel holes in the
stallation (see section III, paragraph 1.c.).

body and base tend to become enlarged, causing loose
(b) RELIEF VALVE SYSTEM.--Check that dowel fits and consequent chance of misalignment.

the plunger and bore are in good condition. These may These locating dowels and the body & base locating
be cleaned with crocus or fine emery cloth so long as screw used with the model 1 base are available in
the governor will pass the operational oil test require-

.0156 inch and .0313 inch oversize diameters.
ments of section VII. 2. REWORK PILOCEDURE.

(c) PUMP.--Make certain the drive and idler a. With the drive gear shaft and idler
gear shaft bores are free from irregularities. Burrs or gear and shaft installed, bolt the body and base to-

local high spots may be removed by careful use of a gether. Rotate the drive gear while tightening the
bearing scraper so long as the pump meets the capac- nuts evenly, to insure free movement of the gears.

TABLE NO. I

Dowel Dowel Screw Screw
53166-15 53166-31 53401-15 53401-31

Diameter of dowel or fillister head screw (inch) .2031 .2188 Ì:SSS .2339 .2496

Size of drill (inch) ý12 (.189) 13/64 7/32 15/64

Depth of drill hole in body (inch) 7/16 7/16 drill through drill through

Ream body and base to (inch) .20 28 .2 18 5 cog .2 34 3 .2 500

Depth of reamed hole in body (incli) 3/8 3/8 through through

Ream base only to (inch) .2033 |||o .2190

oS$$ not relieved not relieved
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b. Using the base holes as a guide, drill bores may be reworked. As the base has the deeper
into the body dowel holes to a depth of 7/16 inch. bore and, therefore, the larger shaft bearing surface,
Use a No. 12 (.189 inch) drill if a .0156-inch oversize it is desirable that the idler gear shaft be reworked to
dowel is to be installed, or a 13/64-inch drill if a provide a light press fit in the base.
.0313-inch oversize dowel is to be installed. 3. To rework the idler gear shaft, mask the

Note shaft with a suitable material such as masking tape,

Both flanges of the model 10 and 12 bases leaving exposed the amount of the lower end of the

are drilled during manufacture to facilitate shaft which enters the bore. Flash plate with copper
the doweling operation. The flange on the the exposed portion of the shaft and then cadmium
bottom of the base incorporates 13/64-inch plate to a diameter of .565

+ inch. If the shaft is
holes throtigh which all doweling opera¯ plated oversize, it may be gr d down to the proper
tions should be performed. Thrs msures
squareness of the dowels with the parting diameter.
surfaces of base and body. 4. Upon reinstallation in the governor base,

care should be taken that the fit is not so tight as to
c. Ream the holes in the body to .2028

+· inch diameter and 3/8 inch depth if a .0156

deform the surface against which the idler gear bears

oTesize dowel is to be installed, or .2185
+ """° inch and that the shaft is perpendicular to the parting sur-
--.ooo'

. face of the base. Since only the end of the shaft whichdiameter and 3/8 inch depth if a .0313 inch oversize
is inserted into the base has had an increase indowel is to be installed.

d. Then ream the holes in the base only diameter, no difficulty should be encountered in in-

to .2033 _+|||| inch diameter or .2190
go*°,inch stalling the idler gear over the idler gear shaft.

diameter depending upon the size of dowel to be used. (3) BASE ASSEMBLY.

CAUTION .

(a) If the model 1 body Scbase locating screw
2s loose, replace it with an oversize screw according toBe sure that the reamer completely cleans up

the holes in the base, but still does not re- the instructions in section VI, paragraph 3.c.(2) (e).

move any material from the body. (b) Check to see that the base oil control plug
is secure and properly located for the direction of gov-

e. Without disturbing the relationship
ernor drive rotation incorporated in the installation.

between governor body and base, drive whichever A complete description of governor plugging pro-
size dowels are to be used through the base and into

cedure is given in section III, paragraph 1.c.
the body to a depth of 3/8 inch. Be sure that the

(c) Check to see that the drive and idler geartapered ends of the dowels are facing outward

through the base. shaft bores and the pump chamber are smooth. If
necessary, rework these surfaces with fine emery andf. When an oversize body & base locating

screw is required in the model 1 base, the hole through
crocus cloth.

the body and base is reamed to the same size, and in (d) Make certain all oil passages are open and

this case the hole in the base is not further relieved. free from dirt or sludge. Clean the strainer in the
double capacity base.

(f) REWORK OF IDLER GEAR SHAFT· (e) Check all parting surfaces for nicks and
1. After repeated disassembly of a single burrs.

capacity governor, the idler gear shaft may become
loose in the body and base bores, thus permitting rota_ (4) INSTALLATION OF NEW GOVERNOR
tion of the shaft and increased wear. Usually the idler BASES ON USED GOVERNOR BODIES.
gear shaft is a light press Et in the body bore only; (a) GENERAL.-The following information
however, it is possible for it also to be a light press Et covers installation of new governor bases of the same

in the base bore and still be within limits. When the tyþe on used governor bodies. If the drive gear shaft

governor is disassembled, the shaft usually remains hole in the new replacement base is reamed to the ßn-

with the body but can remain with the base under ished size, only the instructions given n paragrayih

certain tolerance conditions. It is recommended that 3.c.(2) (e) of this section are to be followed.
in order to minimize enlargement of either bore, the (b) LINE REAMING DRIVE GEAR
shaft be left in that part of the governor in which it SHAFT HOLE.
is found upon disassembly. At reassembly, make cer- 1. Remove present dowels from the body.
tain that the shaft is seated Ermly, for it may have 2. Install the idler gear and shaft in the
been partly pulled out during disassembly, body. The single capacity governor has idler gear and

2. Idler gear shafts which have been found shaft separate, and in the <iouble capacity the shaft

to be a loose or slip ßt in both body and base shaft is integral with the gear.
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3. Bolt the body and base together loosely.
Then insert the alignment bar into the drive shaft
bore from the body side.

Note
Before reaming the drive gear shaft hole in
the base to the correct size, manufacture
locally an 8-inch hardened and ground
alignment bar which is inserted into the
body and base to obtain proper alignment.
The bar has two different diameters, each
being about 4 inches long. One end of the
bar should be .750 inch in diameter, and the
other turned down to .740 inch diameter.
The two surfaces must be parallel.

4. Tighten the body Sc base holding nuts

evenly and securely, and then remove the alignment
bar.

5. Using the body to pilot the reamer, line Figure 57-Placing Body & Base Gasket into Position
ream the drive gear shaft hole in the base to .7507

+.ooos inch diameter. be sufficient to lock the plug if it is securely tightened.
•° This procedure is more fully explained in section III

6. Disassemble and clean the parts. '
paragraph 1.c.

(c) INSTALLING OVERSIZE DOWELS.- (2) When base model 2 is used, insert the shaft
When the drive gear shaft hole in the base has been and bearing. Then put on the gasket and bearing
reamed to size, install oversize body & base locating cover, holding them in place with the seven screws.
dowels according to the directions given in this sec- It is necessary to file or grind off part of the two screw
tion, paragraph 3.c.(2) (e). heads which project into the mounting surface.

b. ASSEMBLY OF BODY.
4. REASSEMBLY.

(1) Thoroughly clean all parts and use a light
a. ASSEMBLY OF BASE. oil (SAE 10) to provide ease in assembly. If the body

(1) Install an oil control plug in the base. This & base locating dowels are loose in the body, or if they

plug should be screwed into the hole marked "B" for were removed during disassembly, replace them with

governors when the drive rotation is clockwise (look- oversize dowels according to the following tabulation.

ing toward the engine-governor mounting pad), and Body & Base Body & Base Amount

for counterclockwise drive rotation, the hole marked
Locating Dowel Locating Screw Oversize

53166 53401 .0000inch

"A" should be plugged. Since this is a pipe plug, the 53166-15 53401-15 .0156inch

interference fit between the plug and base threads will 53166-31 53401-31 .0313 inch

Figure 56-Tightening Oil Control RIug ¡n Base Figure 58-T¡ghtening Oil Control Plug in Body
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(2) If the small gasket between the governor
body and base had previously been removed, reinstall
(or replace) the gasket in the body of the single capac-

ity governor and in the base of the double capacity
governor. This gasket may have a trapezoidal cross
section, and if so, make sure that the wider section
enters the bottom of the groove.

(3) Install an oil control plug in the body pump
recess. Body and base plugging should always be iden-

tical; i.e., A-A or B-B. Install the conical strainer in
the double capacity base. See paragraph 1.c. in this

o
section for more complete instructions.

(4) To assemble the booster pump relief valve,

insert the relief valve plunger, slotted end first, into
the relief valve bore with the spring inside the plunger
bore. Add the relief valve gasket over the outer face

Figure 59-inserting Relief Volve Plunger and Spring
into Governor Body of the relief valve bore in such a way that the wide

Figure 60-Inserf¡ng Relief Volve Plug and F¡gure 62-Placing Drive Geor Shaff into Pos¡t¡on
Toh Lock Gasket

border section of the gasket rests on the gasket ledge
incorporated in the body. Insert the relief valve

plug and turn it down securely into place. Lock the
assembly by bending the upper two corners of the
relief valve plug locking gasket over the hex flats of
the plug.

(5) Install the idler gear on the idler gear shaft
in the pump recess.

splined
endnspertnt

n
udp aerd)eanrext

o
th(prongedear

Note
If the idler gear shaft remained in the base
at disassembly, reverse the pump assembly
procedure described in the two preceding
paragraphs and install the idler gear and
drive gear shaft (pronged or splined end

Figure 6 I -Placing idler Geor into Pos¡Pion first ) in the base.
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c.

ASSFigure 63-instgUing Base OntE.

(1) Invert the base and carefully start it in
place on the drive gear shaft. Move it along until the
studs enter the proper holes in the body, and the
dowels are started. Press the body and base together

allowing about 1/4 inch at the parting surfaces· Figure 65-installing Fly-Weight Assembly

(2) Because of space requirements, it will

usually be necessary to add the washers and castel-
(4) Because one model of the double capacity

lated nuts over the studs before the body and base base incorporates a conical type strainer in the pro-
are finally closed. Draw these nuts down evenly and peller line, it is necessary to use additional precautions
snugly, and then wire them together in sets of two• when assembling the base to the body. In this case, the
When base model 1 is used, install the body & base base should not be inverted as that might permit the
locating screw, washer, nut, and palnut. strainer to fall out of position; instead, the drive gear

(3) Place the fly-weight cup over the exposed and idler gear should be inserted into the base and

portion of the drive gear shaft at the top of the body, the body then put into position. As the body and base
and lock the assembly by adding the fly-weight cup are tightened together, take care that the body & base
snap ring on the end of the drive gear shaft. gasket and the conical strainer are in position.

Figure 64-Tightening Body to Base With Securing Nuts Figure 66--inserting Fly-Weight Assembly Lock Ring
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d. ASSEMBLY OF HEAD. through one of two holes in the head and extending

into one of two slots in the outboard end of the pack-
(1) Install the control shaft spring in the gov-

ing nut. When assembling a head which has this type
ernor head control shaft bore. Start the control shaft

of packing nut, turn down the nut until it is tight,
packing washer over the threaded section of the shaft ' a'nd then turn it just enough further to align the slot
and move it along until it rests against the circular

in the nut with one of the cotter pin holes in the head.
packing boss on the control shaft. Insert the control

shaft (and washer) on top of the spring. Complete
the assembly by placing the control shaft packing lock
gasket and packing nut over the control shaft, and

then move the control shaft into the head against the
force of the spring and start the packing nut in the
threads. Line up the gasket tab with the slot incorpo-

rated in the top of the head, and after the packing nut Figure 67-

has been tightened in place, bend the lock tab into the inserting Control
head slot and the two lower tabs over the packing nut. Shaft Spring

CAUTION

;n cov.,

To prevent loosening of the control shaft
packing nut, make certain that it is securely
tightened in place and that the tabs on the
lock gasket are properly bent over. Loosen-
ing of the control shaft packing nut can re-

sult in serious trouble since the control shaft Figure 68-

is thereby allowed to back out enough to dis- Assembling
engage the pinion teeth and hence render the Packing Washer
cockpit control inoperative. For the same
reason, more than one packing washer
should never be used since the control shaft
would then be pushed into the head far
enough to allow the hex washer to contact
the packing nut which tends to loosen it as
the pulley is turned. 'Of

Figure 69-
(2) If the high rpm adjustment screw was re- Installing Control

moved from the head during disassembly, reinstall it Shaft in Cover
in the head boss so that the slotted end of the screw

faces away from the head. Final positioning of this
screw is determined by the requirements of the in-

stallation, and specific instructions for adjustment

are given in section III, paragraph 3.b. Assemble the
lock plate and nut over the slotted end of the adjust-

ment screw, but do not fully tighten the nut or bend
over the edges on the locking plate until final adjust-

ment has been made.

(3) In certain earlier head models a control

shaft was used which did not have the blank tooth
on the pinion gear. This head also used a speeder

spring adjusting rack which did not incorporate the
double tooth at the upper end. This arrangement

made it possible at assembly to mesh the two parts in
several different positions.

(4). Another older type of governor head used a
control shaft packing nut which was screwed into
the end of the control shaft bore on a taper thread.
It was locked into position by inserting a cotter pin Figure 70-Tightening Control Shaft Packing Nut
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Figure 71- Figure 72- Figure 73- Figure 74-
Placing Bearing Placing Collar Safetying Collar installing Spring
on Pilot Volve on Pilot Volve With Cotter Pin Collar Spacer

Figure 75-
Installing Speeder Spring

(5) To reassemble the speeder rack-pilot valve spring collar so that the threaded end of the spring
assembly, replace the pilot valve bearing on the pilot collar stem will protrude through the center of the
valve making certain it does not bind. Then screw on adjusting screw. Screw on the nut until it seats against

the spring collar tightly and safety it to the pilot valve the spring collar spacer, and then install the self-

with a cotter pin. Install the correct spring collar locking nut.

spacer on the stem of the spring collar, and then place
the speeder spring into position. On those models (6) .Coat the head rack bore and the rack with
which have a lip on the spring collar lower flange, the Tule VH or grease meeting Specification No.
speeder spring should be screwed counterclockwise AN-G-3. Next, insert the speeder rack assembly into
until securely seated inside the lip. Screw the positive the governor head. The unslotted portion of the rack

high pitch adjusting screw (with slotted end out- assembly enters the head first, and the wide tooth on
ward) into the slotted end of the speeder rack and the rack matches the blank tooth on the control shaft
safety it in position with the snap ring. Then place pinion. Rotate the control shaft enough to hold the
the speeder rack assembly (slotted end first) onto the speeder rack-pilot valve assembly in the head.

Figure 76- Figure 77- Figure 79- Figure 80-
Turning Adjusting Inserting Snop Ring Installing Rock Installing Self-
Screw into Rock Into Speeder Rock Securing Nut Locking Nut

Figure 78-
Installing Speeder Rock Onto Pilot Valve
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Figure 81---Inserting Speeder Rock Into Head Figure 83--Installing Head & Body Gasket

(7) It is not usually necessary to remove the (8) Install the hex washer on the control shaft

pulley stop pin and cable clamp during governor dis- and then put the pulley in place. To duplicate original
assembly; however, if they were taken ofF, insert the installational requirements, make certain that the
cable clamp in the single hole near the outer periphery same numbered pulley position with respect to the
of the pulley in such a way that the threaded portion index mark on the control shaft is obtained. If the
is on the numbered face of the pulley, attach a castel- pulley was not removed from the aircraft with the
lated nut, and temporarily insert a cotter pin. Final governor but was left attached to the control system,
tightening and securing of the nut is accomplished it is obviously impossible to install the pulley at this
during installation of the governor on the engine. In- point. Assemble the washers, securing nut, and cotter

stall the pulley stop pin in the same hole previously pin on the control shaft ready for final installation.
used, or in any of the 18 holes which would give a

position approximating that required by the instal-
lation. See section III, paragraph 3.b. for specific
instructions regarding positioning of this pin. Assem-

ble a washer, a castellated nut, and a cotter pin on it
the pulley stop pin. These parts, as in the case of the j %
cable clamp nut and cotter, should be on the num-

bered side of the pulley.

Ill *

= O

Figure 82-Installing Pulley Onto Control Shaft Figure 84-Installing Head Assembly Onto Governor
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Figure 88--inserf¡ng Shaft & Bear¡ng into Model 2 Base

(9) To secure the pulley in place, add a washer

and a castellated nut on the control shaft. Draw down
the nut with 60 pound-inch torque, and lock with a

Figure 85-Tightening Head-Body Secur¡ng Nuts cotter pin.

CAUTION e. ASSEMBLY OF HEAD TO BODY.

It is important that the steel hex washer be (1) Place the head & body gasket over the four '
placed on the control shaft inboard of the studs.
pulley. If this is not done, the hardened steel
control shaft will butt up against the softer (2) Install the complete head assembly on the

aluminum pulley and the resulting broach- body assembly. Secure it in place with four washers,

ing action may loosen the pulley assembly. nuts, and palnuts fitted onto the studs. In general, the
This action may allow the pulley to contact head may be placed in any one of four angular posi-
and loosen the control shaft packing nut• tions with respect to the body, depending upon the

requirements of the particular aircraft installation.

(3) If a drive gear shaft coupling is used, at-

Figure 86- tach the lock ring onto the pronged end of the drive
Installing Snap Ring gear shaft which protrudes into the circular lining

Onto Drive Coupling
boss recess on the bottom of- the base. Then drive the

Figure 87-Installing Drive Coupling Onto Sliaft Figure 89--W¡ring Cover on Model 2 Base
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gear shaft coupling into place with a sharp hand blow,
and, if necessary, reposition the lock ring in the groove \
incorporated in both the coupling and the drive gear
shaft.

(4) When the model 2 base is used, the unit

drive gear and bearing are inserted through the cir-

cular opening. The bearing and shaft should be slip

fits in the base. Attach the gasket and cover into
position with seven screws. It is necessary that the
two screw heads nearest to the mounting surface be
filed or ground so that they do not protrude beyond
the plane of the mounting surface. It is usually pos-

sible to re-use the screws removed during disassembly.
Then safety these screws with lock wire.

(5) When the governor is completely assembled,

check it for freedom of movement by turning the

drive shaft with the fingers. Figure 90--Checking Governor for Freedom of Movement
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SECTION VII
TEST PROCEDURE

1. GOVERNOR TEST SPECIFICATION. (2) RELIEF PRESSURE TEST.-The relief

valve when discharging the full governor pump out-
a. GENERAL.--The following tests to be per-

put should maintain the pressure specified in table III.formed on new and overhauled governors should be
run on an approved test rig using SAE No. 10 oil, oil (3) EXTERNAL LEAKAGE TEST.-There
which fulfills the requirements of Specification No. should be no external leakage when the oil passages
AN-O-6, or oil of equivalent viscosity, at 21° to 27°

and pump chamber on the outboard side of the pump
C (70° to 80° F). Equivalent viscosity in this instance, are subjected to a pressure of 400 p.s.i. for approxi-

with reference to SAE classifications of lubricating oil mately one minute.
viscosity limits, is 225-475 SSU (Saybolt Seconds Uni-

versal). In general, any SAE oil may be used if it is (4) INTERNAL LEAKAGE TEST.-When op-

operated within the temperature limits given in erating at a back pressure of 150-200 p.s.i. and a

table II. supply pressure of 40 ±15 p.s.i., the rate of internal
leakage should not exceed the value specified in table

b. GOVERNING TESTS. IIL

(1) RPM STOP SETTINGS. d. RUN-IN TEST.-The following tests should
(a) Maximum governing rpm and the positive be made with the governor running at 1750 rpm.

high pach (.010 inch minimum port opening) should Units having bases in agreement with the standard

be set and checked in accordance with the applicable engine mounting pad (base models 1, 10, and 12)
control travel chart (figure 32). The maximum gov- should be subjected to a one-hour run-in test at re-

erning rpm should be set within ±5 rpm of the re- lief valve pressure. Units having bases for rear auxil-

quired setting. iary pad mounting (base models 2, 3, and 4) should

be subjected to a one-half hour run-in test at relief
Note

valve pressure.
The minimum output port opening of .010

inch is checked by the use of a .010-inch

e. CORROSION PREVENTION.-Upon comple-
feeler wire which is inserted through the
lower end of the drive gear shaft. The tion of the above tests, each control should be coated

speeder rack must be firmly against the head internally with a corrosion preventive in accordance

(the pulley in the extreme low rpm posi- with Specification No. AN-VV-C-576a by spraying,
tion) for this check. dipping, or supplying the corrosion preventive to the

intake side of the pump while the unit is running at
(b) The high rpm adjustment screw should

be locked at the setting specified. The nut should be 1750 rpm.

tightened firmly and the tab lock plate bent over the
2. ACCEPTANCE TEST FOR CONSTANT SPEEDnut and over the boss to prevent turning.

CONTROLS USING NON-GOVERNING
(2) TRANSFER BEARING LEAKAGE.-To TYPE COMMERCIAL TEST RIGS.

simulate transfer bearing leakage, the above test
should be run with the leakage bleed in the propeller Note

line set for 60±5 quarts per hour (12.6 Imperial gal- These instructions are provided to establish
a standard Field method of testing gov-

lons per hour) at a pressure differential of 100 pounds ernors to meet the test specification require-
per square inch. ments of section VII, paragraph 1. With the

exception of the rpm settings, these instruc-
c. PRESSURE, LEAKAGE, AND CAPACITY tions deal only with the methods to be used

TESTS.-These tests should be made with the unit when testing governors. For leakage, pres-

running at 1750 rpm. sure, capacity, and all other test values, re-

fer to section VII, paragraph 1. Army Air
(1) CAPACITY TEST.-The pump capacity Forces personnel will use these instructions

should be determined with the unit operating at a for general information only, and in testing
governors will follow the procedure givenback pressure of 150 p.s.i. and at a supply pressure
in the Technical Orders and AN Handbooks

of 40 ± I 5 p.s.i. The capacity should be as specified in applicable to the particular model of test
table IIL stand used.
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NOTE.DETA1L6ALTERNATE- 1000RS.I.TEST 1 2
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Figure 91-Plping Layout for Modifying Non-Standard Governor Test R¡gs

a. GENERAL.-The following tests shall be run mercial test rigs. Thi olerance is not to be confused
with SAE No. 10 oil, oil meeting the requirements of with the ±5 rpm specified in section VII, paragraph
Specification No. AN-O-6, or oil .of equivalent vis- 1. which must be used when setting new governors.
cosity at 21°-27° C (70°-80° F). Equivalent viscosity

in this instance, with reference to SAE classifications Note
of lubricating oil viscosity limits, is 225-475 SSU To avoid repetition in the following instruc-
(Saybolt Seconds Universal). In general, any SAE tions, it will be assumed that all valves ex-

oil may be used if it is operated within the tempera- cept the feathering valve of the test rig are

ture limits given in table II. normally open. ,

(1) Before all tests can be made satisfactorily, b. RPM SETTING.-Close output valve (C), and
commercial rigs should meet the requirements out- make certain orifice valve (B) is open. To simulate
lined in figure 92, or should be modified by the hy- transfer bearing leakage, the following tests shall be
draulic layout shown in figure 91. A rig constructed run with a leakage bleed in the propeller line set for
in accordance with figure 92 includes the modifica- 1 to 2 quarts per minute. This leakage should be estab-
tions shown in figure 91. Note that this test rig accom- lished by use of the orifice, detail 7 in figure 91.
modates both Counterweight and Hydromatic type

(1) HIGH RPM SETTING.governors.
(a) Adjust rig speed to the desired high rpm

(2) It is usually difficult to hold a set pressure
setting.

for one minute while checking the rig tachometer
(b) Adjust the high rpm stop until a pressure

against the clock counter. This is caused by fluctua-
between 100 and 150 p.s.i. is indicated on the output

tion of the output pressure brought about by peculiar-

ities inherent in different rig designs. Therefore, when
gage.

setting or checking rpm, any value between 100 and (2) HIGH RPM CHECKING.

150 p.s.i. is satisfactory. If the output line pressure (a) Hold the control pulley firmly against the

cannot be held between 100 and 150 p.s.i., it is gen- high rpm stop.

erally indicative of a sticky relief valve, in which (b) Adjust the rig speed until a pressure be-
case the valve should be removed and lightly polished tween 100 and 150 p.s.i. is indicated on the output
with crocus cloth, being careful to maintain sharp gage.
corners on the lands· (c) Check rpm with rig tachometer timer for

(3) The tolerance of ±10 rpm on the high rpm one minute. If the indicated speed is within 10 rpm

setting applies only to the non-governing type com- of the desired take-off setting, it is satisfactory.
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(3) POSITIVE HIGH PITCH SETTING.-This Note
minimum output port opening is checked by the use When making this test, allow the governor
of a .010 inch thick feeler wire inserted through the to operate against full relief valve pressure

lower end of the drive gear shaft. The speeder rack for 30 seconds, or until the indicated output
pres'sure levels off.

must be firmly against the head (the pulley in the ex-

treme low rpm position) for this check. (2) EXTERNAL LEAKAGE TEST.

(a) Place the governor rack in the high rpm
c. PRESSURE, LEAKAGE, AND CAPACITY position. Then close the output valve (C).

TESTS.-Unless otherwise specified, these tests shall (b) Increase the input pressure until 400
he made with the governor test rig running at 1750 p.s.i. is indicated on the output gage.
rpm with the input pressure to the governor set at

(c) Run the unit for approximately one min-
40 + 15 p.s.i.

ute under these conditions, and visually check for
(1) RELIEF PRESSURE TEST. external leakage.

(a) Place the governor rack in the high rpm (3) INTERNAL LEAKAGE TEST.
position• (a) Place the governor rack in the high rpm

(b) Close the output valve (C), and the ori- position.
fice valve (B). (See figure 91.) (b) Adjust the output valve (C) until a pres-

(c) The indicated output pressure is the relief sure of 150-200 p.s.i. is indicated on the output gage,
valve setting. Check internal leakage for one minute.

I ENGINE OIL GOVERNOR AMERICAN DURAGUAGE

g||g|||Eigig GOVERNOR OIL MOUNTING PAD 0-100 FOR OIL OR EQUIV.

mummmma DRAIN OIL
3 REQ .

mmm'man FEATHERING OIL

72~MIN.
DRAIN - CAPILLARY TUBE ly

COPPER TUBING

FEATHER ING AND ACCUM.
NEEDLE VALVE.

NEEDLE VALVE

INPUT SHUT-OFF VALVE PIPE CAP FOR TYPE 2 3 &4
GOVERNOR BASECONNECTION QU1CK SHUT-OFF VALVE

PIPE CAP FOR FEATHERING,
ACCUMULATOR, TYPE2,3&4

3/ PIPE OR 5/g TUBE UNLESS GOVERNOR BASE CONNECTION
OTHERWISE SPECIFIED------

/2PIPE

CUNO TYPE EF-.0035SPACING
OIL FILTER OR EQUIV.

N

VICKERS NO.C-167-DRELIEF NO.68DRlLLORIFICE
VALVE OR EQUIV. (DETAIL7, FIG.l77)

PARKER SIZEIO GNVGG<.HK. L

OR EQUIV.

2220 EEHP FMRAMER225
/ DRILL AST R

YPEERL416A

(GOV DRIVE) RCK S V-IO5-A PUMP R TYR QC -

REEVES VARI-
SPEED DRIVE
NO. 500 D.P FILLER CAP & VENT
OR EQUIV.

I TO 2OO°F. DIAL

CLOSEDIOGALOILTANK ONNFETHE OMETER

Figure 92-Piping Layout for Standard Type Governor Test Rig
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(4) CAPACITY TESTS. TABLE NO. II
(a) With the governor rack in the high rpm

position, adjust the output valve (C) until a pressure GENERAL CLASSIFICATION

of 150 p.s.i. is indicated on the output gage• SAE No. Temperature °C Temperature °F

(b) Check the flow of oil for one minute On
10 21-27 70-80

rigs incorporating comnuting type meters. 2o 32-38 90-1oo

(c) On rigs incorporating flow meters or simi-
4

lar direct reading meters, the indication of quarts per 50 57-63 135-145

minute output will be instantaneous and the direct 11 117655

reading is used.
EXAMPLE OF SPECIFIC CLASSIFICATIONS

Note
The following tabulation shows the ap- Es Motor

Temperature °C Temperature °F

proximate Imperial gallon equivalents for
the U.S. quarts specified in this sectiOn. 1 21-38 70-100

3 38-60 100-140
U. S, Quarts Imperial Gallons 5 57-74 135-165

1 .21
7 68-85 155-185

Esso Aviation Oil
4 .83 (100 SSU at 210° F) 54-71 130-160
8 1.67

12 2.50 Texaco Aviation SAE Temperature Temperature
15 3.12 Grade No. Equivalent °C °F

16 3.33 80 40 46-63 115-145
20 4.16 100 50 54-71 130-160

40 8.32 120 60 63-79 145-175
140 70 68-85 155-185

60 12.49

TABLE NO. III

Governor Body Pump Capacity Relief Pressure Internal Leakage
Model (Qts. Per Min.) P.S.I. (Qts. Per Hour)

A 8-12 180-200 15
A-5 8-12 180-200 15
C 8-12 180-200 15
C-5 8-12 180-200 15
C-6 8-12 180-200 15

E 8-12 180-200 15
E-5 8-12 180-200 15
Af 8-12 180-200 15
P 8-12 180-200 15
Q 8-12 180-200 15
Q-1 8-12 180-200 15
S 16-20 180-200 20
S-1 16-20 180-200 20
S-4 16-20 180-200 20
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PARTS CATALOG
This parts catalog includes the various models of the
Counterweight type governor listed below.

1A1 1A4-A5 1P12-A
1A1-A5 1A4-G5 1P12-A0A
11k1-B5 1(32 1PL2-(9
1]L1-(35 1(32-ik5 1P12-(101k
11k1-F5 1(32-(15 1(212-1k
11k1-(15 1(32-(16 1(212-61
11k1-II5 1E1 1(212-611

11k1-J5 1E1-ik5 1S10-(101\
11k2-1k5 1E2-1k5 1S10-ik114
1A2-G5 IE3-A5 1S10-A4A
11k3-Gi5 1Afl2-As 1S10-Cl1A
1A3-G5A 1M12-G 1S10-G4E
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INTRODUCTION

1. The Hamilton Standard Counterweight type 3. The first letter of the second group shows the
governor is composed of three major assemblies; the head modification and should therefore be interpreted
head assembly, the body assembly, and the base assem- in conjunction with the first number of the first
bly. Each of these major assemblies is in turn made up group. In other words, the basic head used in this gov-

of separate parts and subassemblies. Because these ernor is a model 1, but it has been manufactured to
separate parts, subassemblies, and even major assem- modification "G". Therefore, when speaking of the
blies are very frequently fitted together in various head alone it is referred to as a model 1-G head.
combinations to form the different governor models, 4. The body assembly is designated by a letter in
this parts catalog is based on major assemblies rather

the first group, and a number in the second group. In
than complete models. This procedure eliminates du-

this case, the second group number, namely "4",plication in listing, and at the same time points out
should be read in conjunction with the "S" in the first

the valuable interchangeability which exists among group to indicate that the body used in this governor
these governor parts and assemblies.

is a basic model "S" modified to incorporate all re-

2. The Hamilton Standard model designation sys- visions up to and including number "4". Therefore,
tem for governors is set up so that the three main the body alone is referred to as a model S-4 body,
assemblies of the governor, namely the head assembly ' 5. The base is designated by the last number of the
the body assembly, and the base assembly are shown, first group interpreted in conjunction with the last
along with the modifications of each. For example, in a letter of the second group. In this case, the base is a
governor designated as a model IS10-G4E, the num-

basic model "10" and as used in this governor it is
bers and letter group preceding the dash show the

modified to incorporate changes up to and including
basic model head, body, and base (in that order) used

"E". The base, then, is referred to as a model 10-E
in the governor, and the letters and number group base.
following the dash indicate which modification of that
model head, body, and base is incorporated. Continu- 6. Besides a number and letter designation system,
ing with the same example, the first digit, "1", indi- governor major assemblies are also identified by as-

cates the model I head, the first letter, "S", indicates sembly drawing numbers. Each major unit in the gov-
the model S body, and the second number, "10", indi- ernor has a corresponding assembly number, and con-

cates the model 10 base. In the letters and number tinuing with the model 1S10-G4E, the head is a model

group following the dash, in this case "G4E", modi- 1-G which is head assembly No. 58014, the body is a

fications of the basic model head, body, and base are model S-4 which is body assembly No. 57685, and the
listed in that order. base is a model 10-E which is base assembly No. 58676.
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GOVERNOR MODELS AND INCLUDED MAJOR ASSEMBLIES
* HEAD ASí MBLY BODY SSEMBLY BASE ASS MBLY

20 IM12-G 20.1 1-G 58014 20-2 " " 20-3 "
19 1P12-A 19.1 1-A 53298 19-2 P 54018 19-3 "
" 1P12-A0A " " " " " " " 12-A 55609

20 1P12-G 20.1 1-G 58014 20-2 " " 20-3 12 53967
" 1P12-GOA " " " " " " " 12-A 55609

Figure 1-Breakdown of Complete Governor in Section i

This parts catalog shows the major assemblies and ure 1, the governor models and included major assem-

identifies them both by the designation system and the blies are illustrated and tabulated in section I. The
corresponding assembly drawing number. tabular form is divided into four main columns. The

7. In case no modifications have been made on the first main column includes a listing of all the governor

head, body, or base, the second group is omitted; a models in the catalog with a figure number reference

governor so designated would be the model 1A1. If the to the applicable illustration. The other three main

body assembly is the only major component not modi- columns include a listing of the three major assemblies

fled, the body designation is shown with a "0" modi_ in each model, with a figure and index number refer-

fication. For example, in the model 1P12-G0A, the ence to the proper illustration. By comparing identical

head is model 1-G, the body is model P-0, and the base assembly numbers, it is possible to determine from sec-

is model 12-A. In this example it was necessary to in- tion I, without checking each individual part in an

clude the "0" in the body designation (although the assembly, whether or not that assembly listed for one

body model used is a basic type and incorporates no model governor is directly interchangeable with any

modifications) in order that the base modification other model. Section II, in turn, is composed of illus-

letter "A" will follow in its proper position. trations and listings of each of the parts and sub-

assemblies contained in the major assemblies previ-
8. In a governor designated as model IM12-G, the ously assigned in section I to the various governor

head used is model 1-G, the body model M, and the models. In section II, each part number is listed with
base model 12. In this example, no "0" modification figure and index number references to the illustra-
need be shown on the body since no base modification tions where it is shown. As shown in figure 2, the
letter follows. quantity of each part or subassembly required in each

9. The catalog itself is divided into four sections major assembly is also shown in section II. This sec-
with the drawings applicable to each illustrated sec- tion is subdivided into three main parts which are
tion preceding the proper tabulation. As shown in fig- identical in form except that the first part lists head
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HEAD ASSEMBLIES AND UNif5 PER A35EMBLY

FIGURE
DESMGONDA

ION
A INDEX PART NUMBER NOMENCLATURE
NUMBER

ASSEMBLY ©

1 2 3 4
NUMBER m oo m

23-3 AN380-2-2 deter 3
... 28.2 " ' 3

29-3 e I 2

23-4 AN310-3 Nat 1

28-3 « « 2

29.4 a « 1

23-6 50646 Clunable i
28-8 . . . 1

Figure 2--Breakdown of Assemblies in Section il

assemblies only, the second lists body assemblies, and ber. These adapters are not included in section I, but
the third lists base assemblies. Each part is preceded by they do appear in section III. Section III is a listing in
the proper group of illustrations. The order of parts numerical order of all the parts, subassemblies, and

listed is determined as nearly as possible by their major assemblies included in sections I and II, with

sequence of assembly. Reference to this section makes figure and index number references to each illustra-

it possible to determine in how many assemblies a part tion where they are pictured. Total quantity per illus-

may be used, and the exact quantity required in each tration is also shown in section III. Section IV is the
of these assemblies. All procurable parts and assem- same type of tabulation except that it includes only
blies are shown and indexed in this catalog. In cases of Army-Navy (AN) standard parts. Section V on tools
procurable subassemblies, the subassembly index is omitted from this catalog since there are no special
number is shown at the center of a bracket which in- service tools used with Counterweight type governors.
cludes the separate part index numbers which make 10. The symbol + is used in this catalog to indicate
up the assembly. As an example, the pulley assembly oversize parts. In every such case, the numbers of the
index number 9 in figure 2 is composed of the separate oversize parts are shown directly under the basic part
parts shown as index numbers 1, 2, 3, 6, 7, and 8• number. A + preceding a part listed in section III
Section II also includes a short listing and one illustra- indicates that the part is oversize, or available as an

tion on governor drive adapters. A drive adapter is oversize part, and a - indicates the same thing for
not considered to be part of the governor, and there- an undersize part. The symbol "ar" is used to indicate
fore its use does not change the governor model num- that the quantity used is "as required."
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80

lilll a
Illli (i)

F¡gure 3-Complete Governor Figure 6-Complete Governor

Figure 4-Complete Governor Figure 7-Complete Governor

1

Illllll' (i)

1||||l'

Figure 5-Complete Governor F¡gure 8-Complete Governor
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Figure 9-Complete Governor Figure 12-Complete Governor

liiiii

Figure 10-Complete Governor Figure 13-Complete Governor

Figure 11-Complete Governor Figure 14-Complete Governor
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e o

Figure 15-Complete Governor Figure 18-Complete Governor

Figure 16-Complete Governor F¡gure 19-Complete Governor

I

Figure 17--Complete Governor Figure 20-Complete Governor
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Figure 21--Complete Governor Figure 22--Complete Governor
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GOVERNOR MODELS AND INCLUDED MAJOR ASSEMBLIES

HEAD ASSEMBLY BODY ASSEMBLY BASE ASSEMBLY
F10URE GOVEntlOR

NUMBER MODEL INUDRE MEOSD ANSSUEMMBELRy GNUDEE MEOSD ANSEMMBELR INUDE MESD ANSUEMMBELR
NUMBER NATION NUMBER NATION NUMBER NATION

3 1A1 3-1 1 51885 3-2 A 51888 3-3 1 52713

4 1A1-A5 4-1 1-A 53298 4-2 A-5 53394 4-3 " "
5 1A1-B5 5-1 1-B 54939 5-2 " " 5-3 " "
6 1A1-C5 6-1 1-C 54120 6-2 " " 6-3 " "
7 1A1-F5 7-1 1-F 58013 7-2 " " 7-3 " "
8 1Al-G5 8-1 1-G 58014 8-2 " " 8-3 "
9 1A1-H5 9.1 1-H 58015 9-2 " " 9-3 " "

10 1A1-J5 10-1 1-J 58016 10-2 " " 10-3 " "
11 1A2-A5 11-1 1-A 53298 11-2 " " 11-3 . 2 50830

12 1A2-G5 12.1 1-G 58014 12-2 " " 12-3 " "
13 1A3-G5 13-1 " " 13-2 " " 13-3 3 50842

14 1A3-G5A 14-1 " " 14-2 " " 14-3 3-A 54265

15 1A4-A5 15-1 1-A 53298 15-2 " " 15-3 4 50840

16 1A4-G5 16-1 1-G 58014 16-2 " " 16-3 " "
17 1C2 17-1 1 51885 17-2 C 51891 17-3 2 50830

11 1C2-A5 11-1 1-A 53298 11-2 C-5 53395 11-3 "
12 1C2-G5 12-1 1-G 58014 12-2 " " 12-3 "
" 1C2-G6 " " " " C-6 54096 " " "
3 1E1 3-1

, 1 51885 3-2 E 52150 3-3 1 52713

4 1E1-A5 4-1 1-A 53298 4-2 E-5 53425 4-3 " "
11 1E2-A5 11-1 " " 11-2 " " 11-3 2 50830

18 1E3-A5 18-1 18-2 " " 18-3 3 50842

19 1M12-A 19-1 " " 19-2 M 54017 19-3 12 53967

20 1M12-G 20-1 1-G 58014 20-2 " " 20-3 " "
19 1P12-A 19,1 1-A 53298 19-2 P 54018 19-3 " "
" 1P12-A0A " " " " " " " 12-A 55609

20 1P12-G 20-1 1-G 58014 20-2 " " 20-3 12 53967
" 1P12-GOA " " " " " " " 12-A 55609

19 1Q12-A 19-1 1-A 53298 19-2 Q 54019 19-3 12 53967

20 1Q12-G 20-1 1-G 58014 20-2 " " 20-3 " "
" 1Q12-G1 " " " " Q-1 54949 " " "

21 1S10-G0A 21-1 " " 21-2 S 54465 21-3 10-A 54494

22 1S10-A1A 22-1 1-A 53298 22-2 S-1 54574 22-3 " "
" 1S10-A4A " " " " S-4 57685 " " "

21 1S10-G1A 21-1 1-G 58014 21-2 S-1 54574 21-3 " "
" 1S10-G4E " " " " S-4 57685 " 10-E 58676
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5 6 7 3 8 9 11

Figure 23-Head Assembly

10 2 12 14 15

Figure 24-Head Assembly

3 7 8

10 2 11 12 14 18 19

Figure 25-Head Assembly
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4 6

8 3 9 10 11 12 13

Figure 26-Head Assembly

5 6 7 8 9 12 14

Figure 27--Head Assembly

3 7 8

11 12 13 15 16 17

Figure 28--Head Assembly
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3

4

8 9 10 12 13 14

Figure 29-Head Assembly

6 7 8

10 11 12 13 15 18 17 19

Figure 30-Head Assembly
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HEAD ASSEMBLIES AND UNITS PER ASSEMBLY

FIGURE
DESMGONDAELION

& INDEX PART NUMBER NOMENCLATURE

NUMBER © oc \0
ASSEMBLY c\ N©Noc ooooNUMBER - mw * © © oo

1 2 3 4

3-1, 51885 H ad A±seribly-Model 1 1
17-1

4-1, 53298 H ad Asseribly-Model 1.A 1

11-1,

15-1,

18-1,

19-1,

22-1

6-1 54120 H a Aqseribly-Model 1-C 1
5-1 54939 H a Ar ser ibly-Model l-B 1
7-1 58013 H a Ar ser ibly-Model 1-F 1

8-1, 58014 H a Asseribly-Model 1-G 1

12-1,
13-1,

14-1,

16-1,

20-1,
21-1

9-1 58015 H Asset2bly-Model 1-H I
10-1 58016 H Asseribly-Model 1-J 1
23- 50648 ad 1

1
24-23 53295 H 1
25-23 " 1
27-18 58008 H 1
29-18 " 1
28-23 58009 H 1
30-23 " 1
23-12 51180 St Head & Body 2
24-18 " ' " " " 2
25-18 " " " " " 2

26-13 " ' " " " 2
27-13 " " " " " 2
23-16 51692 St :ad & Body 2
24-22 " " " " " 2
25-22 " " " " " 2
26-17 " " " " " 2
27-17 " ' " " " 2
28-22 " " " "
29-17 " " " " " 4
30-22 " " " "
23-1 AN960-416 5
24-5 5
25-5 " " 5
26-1 " " 5
27-1 " 5
28-5 " " 5
29-1 " " 5
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HEAD ASSEMBNIES AND UNITS PER ASSEMBLY

FIGURE
MODEL

DESIGNATION e
& INDEX PART NUMBER NOMENCLATURE

NUMBER moo
ASSEMBLY ©

WN oooo
NUMBER oom o

1 2 3 4
30-5 AN960-416 asi er 5
23-15 AN315-4R Nt 4
24-21 " 4
25-21 " 4
26-16 " 4
27-16 " 4
28-21 " 4
29-16 " 4
30-21 " 4
23-14 AN356-428 P Innt 4
24-20 " " 4
25-20 " " 4
26-15 " " 4
27-15 " " 4
28-20 " " 4
29-15 " " 4
30-20 " " 4
23-13 51686 Rick-Epeeder Spring Adjusting 1
27-14 " " " " " 1

24-19 53390 RickAs embly-SpeederSpringAdjusting 1

25-19 " " " " " " 1
26-14 " " " " " " 1

28-19 " " " " " " 1
29-14 " " " " " " 1
30-19 " " " " " " 1
23-11 50661 Sprir g- Control Shaft 1
24-14 " " " " 1
25-14 " " " " 1
26-12 " " " " 1
27-12 " " " " 1
28-15 " " " " 1
29-13 " " " " 1
30-15 " " " " 1
23-10 50651 Si aft -Control 1
27-11 " " " 1
24-13 53345 Siaft-Control 1
25-13 " ' " 1
26-11 " ' " 1
28-14 " ' " 1
29-12 " ' " 1
30-14 " ' " 1
23-9 53265 Wasier--Control Shaft Packing 1
24-12 " " " " " 1
25-12 " " " " " 1
26-10 " " " " " 1
27-10 " " " " " 1
28-13 " " " " " i 1
29-11 " " i

" " " 1
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HEAD ASSEMBLIES AND UNITS PER ASSEMBLY

FIGURE
MODEL

DESIGNATION
& INDEX PART NUMBER NOMENCLATURE

NUMBER
ASSEMBLY
NUMBER

1 2 3 4
30-13 53265 Wasfer--Control Shaft Packing 1
27-9 55149 G tskit- Packing Nut Lock 1
28-12 " ' " " " 1
29-10 " ' " " " 1
30-12 " ' " " " 1
27-8 55172 N at ass)mbly-Packing 1
28-11 " ' " " 1
29-9 " ' " " 1
30-11 " " " 1
23-8 55831 N it assembly-Packing 1
24-11 " " " 1
25-11 " ' " " 1
26-9 " ' " " 1
23-3 AN380-2-2 Pin-€ctter 3
24-2 " ' ' 4

2 5-2 " ' ' 4
26-3 " ' ' 3
27-3 " ' 2
28-2 " ' ' 3
29-3 " " 2
30-2 " " 2
23-7 50674 Wasler Control Shaft (Inner) 1
24-10 " " " " " 1
25-10 " " " " " 1
26-8 " " " " " 1
27-7 " " " " " 1
28-10 " " " " " 1
29-8 " " " " " 1
30-10 " " " " " 1
26-7 51434 P Iley Assembly 1
29-7 " " " 1

24-9 53301 P ller Assembly 1
28-9 " " " 1
25-9 54113 Pulley Assembly 1
30-9 " " " 1
26-5 50645 Pullet 1
29-5 " 1
23-5 51243 Púlley 1
27-5 " " 1
24-6 53242 P lle 1
28-6 " " 1
25-6 54109 P lle 1
30-6 " " 1
24-7 53243 Pi Pulley Stop 1

2 5-7 " " " " 1
28-7 " " " " 1
30-7 " ' " " 1

24-1 AN960-10 asl er 1
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HEAD ASSÚMBUES AND U ITS PER ASSEMBLY

FIGURE DES
GONDAELION

N&INMDEXRPART NUMBER NOMENCLATURE

ao
ASSEMBLY © cs
NUMBER © © ©

1 2 3 4
25-1 AN960-10 Wasler 1

28-1 " " 1
30-1 " " 1
23-4 AN310-3 Nat 1
24-3 " ' 2

2 5-3 " 2
26-4 " 1
27-4 " 1
28-3 " 2

Il29-4 " ' 1
30-3 " ' 2
23-6 50646 Clun>-Cable 1
24-8 " " " 1

2 5-8 " " " 1
26-6 " " " 1
27-6 " " " 1
28-8 " " " 1
29-6 " " " 1
30-8 " " " 1
23-2 AN310-4 Nat 1

24-4 " ' 1
25-4 " ' 1
26-2 " ' 1
27-2 " 1
28-4 " " 1
29-2 " 1

30-4 " 1
24-15 53294 Screv--Righ RPM Adjustment 1
25-15 " " " " " 1
28-16 " " " " " 1
30-16 " " " " " 1
24-16 53770 Plate -Eigh RPM Screw Lock 1
2 5-16 " ' " " " " 1
28-17 " ' " " " " 1
30-17 " ' " " " " 1
24-17 AN315-3R Nut 1
25-17 " " 1
28-18 " " 1
30-18 " " 1
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11

17
14

15

20 o / o

23

2' ® O

Figure 31-Body Assembly F¡gure 32-Body Assembly
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BODY ASSEMBLIES AND UNITS PER ASJEMBLY

I |
MODEL

FIGURE DESIGNATION
& INDEX PART NUMBER NOMENCLATURE

NUMBER
ASSEMBLY G\

1 2 3 4
3-2 51888 Bt dy Assentbly-Model A 1

17-2 51891 Be dy Assentbly-Model C 1
3-2 52150 Be dy Assentbly-Model E 1
4-2, 53394 Bc dy Asientbly-Model A-5 1
5-2,

6-2,
7-2,

8-2,
9-2,

10-2,

11-2,

12-2,

13-2,

14-2,

15-2,
16-2

11-2, 53395 Body Assembly--Model C-5 1
12-2

4-2, 53425 Body Assentbly-Model E-5 1
11-2,
18-2

19-2, 54017 Body Assentbly-Model M 1
20-2

19-2, 54018 B< dy Assentbly-Model P , 1
20-2

19-2, 54019 Body Assentbly-Model Q 1
20-2

12-2 54096 Body Assentbly-Model C-6 1
21-2 54465 Bc dy Assentbly-Model S 1
21-2, 54574 B< dy Assentbly--Model S-1 1
22-2

20-2 54949 B< dy As len.bly-Model Q-1 1
21-2, 57685 Bt dy Assen bly-Model S-4 1
22-2

31-20 52203 BC dy 1 I 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1
32-17 54480 Bt dy 1 1 1
31-15 50672 Gi sket- Head & Body 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1
32-12 " " " " " 1 1 1
31-23 52141 Shaft--Erive Gear 1 1 1 1 1 1 1
31-24 53940 Shaft--Erive Gear 1 1 1 1
32-18 54479 Shaft--Erive Gear 1 1 1
32-20 53913 Ring--Erive Coupling Lock 1 1 1
31-25 53942 Ring--Erive Coupling Lock 1 1 1 1
32-21 53628 C<up in¿--Drive 1 1 1
31-26 53939 C<up int-Drive 1 1 1 1
31-21 50692 Sbaft -Idler Gear 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1
31-22 50659 G ar--I<ler 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1
32-19 53896 G ar--Irler 1 1 1
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BODY ASSEMBLIES AND UNITS PER ASSEMBLY

| llll
MODEL ,

"'
y

FIGURE DESIGNATION <' U 44, Û
& INDEX PART NUMBER NOMENCLATURE

NUMBER
ASSEMBLY G\o o o o
NUMBER

1 2 3 4
31-14 52155 Fli-Wei;ht Assembly 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1

32-11 " " " 1 1 1
31-13 52121 R ng-kty-Weight Assembly Lock 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1
32-10 " ' " " " 1 1 1
31-12 50654 Valv<-- ilot 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1
32-9 54478 V alv<-- ilot 1 1 1
31-11 50668 Boaring -Pilot Valve Ball 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1
32-8 " " " " " 1 1 1
31-8 52202 Collar-Spring 1
31-9 53681 Collar--Spring 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1
32-6 " " " 1 1 1

31-10 AN380-2-2 Pin-Octter 1 1 1 1 1 1 1
32-7 " " " 1 1 1
31-10 AN380-2-3 P n-Cctter 1 1 1 1

3 1-6 5 1884 Si act r- Spring Collar 1
31-5 52146 Sl acer- Spring Collar 1 1 1
31-7 53392 Spaccr- Spring Collar 1 1 1

32-4 " " " " 1 1
31-4 53393 Sl acer- Spring Collar 1 1 1 1
32-5 " | " " " 1
31-3 50665 St ring- Speeder 1 1 1 1 1 1 1
32-3 " " " 1
31-3 SK-1651-1 Sirirg-Speeder 1 1 1 1
32-3 " " " 1 1
31-2 AN315-3R Nit 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1
32-2 " ' 1 1 1
31-2 51211 Nat i 1
31-1 AN365-1032 N 2t 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1
32-1 " ' 1 1 1
31-19 51710 Plunger-Relief Valve 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1
32-16 53906 Plunger-Relief Valve 1 1 1
31-18 51737 Sprirg-ReliefValve 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1
32-15 54481 Syrir g- Relief Valve 1 1 1
31-17 52205 Gisket-Relief Valve Plug 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1
32-14 " " " a a 1 1 1
31-16 52204 P ug-Relief Valve 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1
32-13 54482 P up -Relief Valve 1 1 1
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igure 35-Base Assembly

Figure 33-Base Assembly Figure 36-Base Assembly

Figure 34-Base Assembly Figure 37-Base Assembly
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Figure 38-Base Assembly Figure 40-Base Assembly

Figure 39-Base Assembly Figure 41-Base Assembly
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BASE ASSEMBLIES AND UhlTS PER ASfEM[LY

MODEL < A A
FIGURE DESIGNATION N

& INDEX PART NUMBER NOMEf4CLATURE

NUMBER oc
ASSEMBLY
NUMBER o ooN

1 2 3 4

11-3, 50830 B: se Asserr bly-Model 2 1

12-3,
17-3

15-3, 50840 B: se Ascerr bly-Model 4 1
16-3

I13-3, 50842 Br se As: err bly-Model 3 1
18-3

3-3, 52713 Bi se Ast err bly-Model 1 1

4-3,
5-3,

6-3,
7-3,

8-3,
I9-3,

10-3

19-3, 5 3967 B: se Ast err bly-Model 12 1
20-3

14-3 54265 Base Assembly-Model 3-A 1

21-3, 54494 Base Astembly-Model 10-A 1
22-3

19-3, 55609 Base Asterably---Model 12-A 1
20-3

21-3 58676 Base Assembly-Model lo-E 1
35-3 50822 Base 1
34-3 50838 Br e 1
33-3 51742 Br e 1
36-4 52606 Bi e 1
37-8 53773 Bt e 1
38-3 54264 .Br se 1
39-4 54518 Bise 1 |
40-8 55608 Base 1
41-4 58666 Bise 1
38-7 51192 Stud--Body & Base 4
33-7 53914 Stud--Body & Base 4
34-6 " ' ' " " 4
35-6 " ' " " 4
37-7 " ' ' " " 4
39-6 " ' ' " " 5
40-7 " ' ' " " 4
41-6 " " " " 5
39-3 53981 Sti d--Body & Base 1
41-3 " " " 1
33-6 AN960-516 Wash r 4
34-5 " " 4
35-5 " " 4
37-6 « a 4
38-6 " " 4
39-2 " " 6
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Section II RESTRICTED
Group Assembly Parts List AN 03-20CA-1

BASE ASSEMBLIES AND UNITS PER ASSEMBLY

MODEL
FIGURE DESIGNATION N

& INDEX PART NUMBER NOMENCLATURE
NUMBER co

ASSEMBLY
NUMBER CCC N

12 3 4
40-6 AN960-516 Wasler 4
41-2 " " 6
33-5 AN310-5 Nat 4 i
34-4 " ' 4
35-4 " ' 4
37-5 " ' 4
39-1 " ' 6
40-5 " ' 4
41-1 " ' 6
38-5 AN315-5R N2t 4

51218 Wire-fafety ar ar ar ar ar ar ar ar
33-10 55312 P ug -Fipe 3
34-7 " * " 4
33-2 50658 P ug -Gil Control 2
35-2 " ' ' " 2

35-2 " ' ' " 2
36-2 " ' ' " 2
37-3 " ' ' " 2
38-2 " ' ' " 2

40-3 " ' ' " 2
39-8 53912 P ug -C il Control 2
41-9 " ' ' " 2
33-1 51471 Gisk t- Body & Base 1
34-1 " " " " " 1
35-1 " " " " " 1
36-1 " " " " " 1
37-1 " " " " " 1
38-1 " " " " " 1
40-1 " " " " " 1
39-5 53941 G tsk t- Body & Base 1
41-5 " " " " " 1
40-4 57355 Gask t- Governor Mounting 1
36-9 57354 Gask t- overnor Mounting 1
37-4 " " " " I I

41-10 " " " " 1
39-9 53915 Gask t- Governor Mounting 1
33-15 50558 Cove -3earing Thrust 1
33-13 50559 G sk t- Bearing Thrust Cover 1
33-14 50693 Sdres -3earing Thrust Cover 7
33-11 50794 Ghar -L nit Drive 1
33-12 51198 B ariog -Unit Drive Gear Thrust 1
33-9 56109 Wasler--Spacer 4
33-8 51738 N t- Stud 2
33-4 52880 Li er--Essembly 1
36-8 53401 S esr-3ody & Base 1

+53401-15 Sges--3ody & Base-(.otS6inchoversize) +
+53401-31 S ex-Body & Base-(.0313 inch oversize)

36-7 AN960-10 asi er 1
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RESTRICTED Section 11
AN 03-20CA-1 Group Assembly Parts List

BASE ASSEMBLIES AND Uti!TS PER A5tEMELY

I I
MODEL

FIGURE DESIGNATION N

& INDEX PART NUMBER NOMENCLATURE

NUMBER
ASSEMBLY '
NUMBER o o o

1 2 3 4
36-6 AN315-3R N2t 1
36-5 AN356-1032 Palmit 1
36-3 53166 D >wel- Body & Base 2
37-2 " " " " " 2
39-7 " " " " " 2
40-2 " " " " " 2
41-8 " " " " " 2

+ 53166-15 D >wol- Body & Base-<.0156 inch oversize)

+ 53166-31 D >wol- Body & Base-(.0313 inch oversize)

34-8 51212 Gasket-Governor Mounting 1
38-4 51195 P:Anut 4
41-7 57276 St:ainer Assembly 1
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1

Figure 42-Drive Adapters

Note
A drive adapter is not considered to be a
part of the governor base assembly, since it
is sometimes furnished by the engine manu-

facturer. However, since adapters must be
used with the base models listed, they are
essential to the governor assemblies.

BASE ASSEMBLIES

MODEL
FIGURE DESIGNATION

& INDEX PART NUMBER NOMENCLATURE

NUMBER
ASSEMBLY
NUMBER

1 2 3 4

42-2 50441 Gerr--Adapter Drive (Used on gun synchronizer drive having the 1

threaded drive shaft. It locks with lock sleeve 50635.)
42-1 50635 Sleeve-Adapter Drive Lock (Used to lock drive gear 50441.) 1
42-3 50835 Coxpling-Adapter Drive (Used on rear auxiliary drives.) 1 1
42-4 50839 Co2pling-Adapter Drive (Used on gun synchronizer drive having a 1

hexagonal internal spline.)

42-5 51219 Getr--Adapter Drive (Used on gun synchronizer drive having the 1

externally splined drive shaft.)
42-6 51535 Co2pling-Adapter Drive (Used on engines with square sectÎon 1

internal drives.)
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RESTRICTED Section III
AN 03-20CA-1 Numerical Parts List

PROPERTY PROPERTY
CLASSIFICATION I PART FIGURE TOTAL CLASSIFICATION PART FIGURE TOTAL

NUMBER & INDEX QUAN¯ NUMBER & INDEX QUAN-

U. S. U. S. BRITISH NUMBER TITY U. S. U. S BRITISH NUMBER TITY
NAVY ARMY NAVY ARMY

6500 128 AN310-3 23-4 1 6700 128 AN380-2-2 24-2 4
24-3 2 25-2 4
25-3 2 26-3 3
26-4 1 27-3 2
27-4 1 28-2 3
28-3 2 29-3 2
29-4 1 30-2 2
30-3 2 31-10 1

6500 128 AN310-4 23-2 1 32-7 1
24-4 1 6700 128 AN380-2-3 31-10 1
25-4 1 6500 128 AN960-10 24-1 1
26-2 1 25-1 1

27-2 1 28-1 1
28-4 1 30-1 1

29-2 1 36-7 1

30-4 1 6500 128 AN960-416 23-1 5

6500 128 AN310-5 33-5 4 24-5 5
34-4 4 2 5-5 5
35-4 4 26-1 5
37-5 4 27-1 5
39-1 6 28-5 5
40-5 4 29-1 5
41-1 6 30-5 5

6500 128 AN315-3R 24-17 1 6500 128 AN960-516 33-6 4
25-17 1 34-5 4
28-18 1 35.5 4
30-18 1 , 37-6 4
31-2 1 38-6 4
32-2 1 39-2 6
36-6 1 40-6 4

6500 128 AN315-4R 23-15 4 41-2 6
24-21 4 4013 125L SEC1651-1 31-3 1

| 25-21 4 32-3 1
26-16 4 4013 125L 50441 42-2 1
27-16 4 4013 125L 50558 33-14 1
28-21 4 4013 125L 50559 33-13 1
29-16 4 4013 125L 50635 42-1 1
30-21 4 4013 125L 50645 26-5 1

6500 128 AN315-5R 38-5 4 29-5 1

6700 128 AN356-428 23-14 4 4013 125L 50646 23-6 1
24-20 4 24-8 1
25-20 4 25-8 1
26-15 4 26-6 1
27-15 4 27-6 1
28-20 4 28-8 1
29-15 4 29-6 1
30-20 4 30-8 1

6700 128 AN356-1032 36-5 1 4013 125L 50648 23-17 1

6500 128 AN365-1032 31-1 1 26-18 1
32-1 1 4013 125L 50651 23-10 1

6700 128 AN380-2-2 23-3 3 27-11 1
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enoPERTY PROPERTY
CLASSIFICATION PART

FIGURE TOTAL CLASSIFICATION PART
FIGURE TOTAL

& INDEX QUAN- & INDEX QUAN-
NUMBER i NUMBER

U. S. U. S· BRITISH NUMBER TITY U. S. U. S• BRITISH NUMBER TITY
NAVY ARMY NAVY ARMY

4013 125L 50654 31-12 1 4013 125L 51195 38-4 4

4013 125L 50658 33-2 2 4013 125L 51198 33-12 1
34-2 2 4013 125L 51211 31-2 1
35-2 2 4013 125L 51212 34-8 1
36-2 2 6800 125L 51218 ar
37-3 2 4013 125L 51219 42-5 1
38-2 2 4013 125L 51243 23-5 1
40-3 2 27-5 1

4013 125L 50659 31-22 1 4013 125L 51434 26-7 1

4013 125L 50661 23-11 1 29-7 1
24-14 1 4013 125L 51471 33-1 1
25-14 1 34-1 1
26-12 1 35-1 1
27-12 1 36-1 1

28-15 1 37-1 1
29-13 1 38-1 1

30-15 1 40-1 1
I

4013 125L 50665 31-3 1 4013 125L 51535 42-6 1
32-3 1 4013 125L 51686 23-13 1

4013 125L 50668 31-11 1 27-14 1
32-8 1 4013 125L 51692 23-16 2

4013 125L 50672 31-15 1 24-22 2

32-12 1 25-22 2

4013 125L 50674 23-7 1 26-17 2

24-10 1 27-17 2

25-10 1 28-22 4
26-8 1 29-17 4
27-7 1 30-22 4
28-10 1 4013 125L 51710 31-19 1
29-8 1 4013 125L 51737 31-18 1

30-10 1 4013 125L 51738 33-8 2,

4013 125L 50692 31-21 1 4013 125L 51742 33-3 1

4013 125L 50693 33-15 7 4013 125L 51884 31-6 1

4013 125L 50794 33-11 1 4013 125L 51885 3-1 1

4013 125L 50822 35-3 1 17-1 1

4013 125L 50830 11-3 1 4013 125L 51888 3-2 1
12-3 1 4013 125L 51891 17-2 1
17-3 1 4013 125L 52121 31-13 1

4013 125L 50835 42-3 1 32-10 1

4013 125L 50838 34-3 1 4013 125L 52141 31-23 1

4013 125L 50839 42-4 1 4013 125L 52146 31-5 1

4013 125L 50840 15-3
. 1 4013 125L 52150 3-2 1

16-3 1 . 4013 125L 52155 31-14 1

4013 125L 50842 13-3 1 32-11 1
18-3 1 4013 125L 52202 31-8 1

4013 125L 51180 23-12 2 4013 125L 52203 31-20 1
24-18 2 4013 125L 52204 31- 1
25-18 2 4013 125L 52205 31-17 1

26-13 2 32-14 | 1
27-13 2 4013 125L 52606 36-4 1

4013 125L 51192 38-7 4 4013 125L 52713 3-3 1
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RESTRICTED . Section III
AN 03-20CA-1 Numerical Parts List

PROPERTY PROPERTY
CLA5SIFICATION PART

FIGURE TOTAL CLASSIFICATION PART FIGURE TOTAL

NUMBER
& INDEX QUAN NUMBER & INDEX QUAN-

U. S. U. S BRITISH NUMBER TITY U. S. U. S. BRITISH NUMBER TITY
NAVY ARMY NAVY ARMY

4013 125L 52713 4-3 1 4013 125L 53390 29-14 1
5-3 1 30-19 1
6-3 1 4013 125L 53392 31-7 1
7-3 1 ,

32-4 1
8-3 1 4013 125L 53393 31-4 1
9-3 1 32-5 1

10-3 1 4013 125L 53394 4-2 1

4013 125L 52880 33-4 1 5-2 1

4013 125L +53166 36-3 2 6-2 1
37-2 2 7-2 1
39-7 2 8-2 1
40-2 2 9-2 1
41-8 2 10-2 1

4013 125L 53242 24-6 1 11-2 f
28-6 1 12-2 1

4013 125L 53243 24-7 1 13-2 1
25-7 1 14-2 1
28-7 1 15-2 1
30-7 1 16-2 1

4013 125L 53265 23-9 1 4013 125L 53395 11-2 1
24-12 1 12-2 1
25-12 1 4013 125L +53401 36-8 1
26-10 1 4013 125L 53425 4-2 1
27-10 1 11-2 1
28-13 1 18-2 1
29-11 1 4013 125L 53628 32-21 1
30-13 1 4013 125L ' 53681 31.9 1

4013 125L 53294 24-15 1 32-6 1
25-15 1 4013 125L 53770 24-16 1
28-16 1 ' 25-16 1
30-16 1 28-17 1

4013 125L 53295 24-23 1 30-17 1
25-23 1 4013 125L 53773 37-8 1

4013 125L 53298 4-1 1 4013 125L 53896 32-19 1
11-1 1 4013 125L 53906 32-16 1
15-1 | 1 4013 125L 53912 39-8 2
18-1 1 41-9 2
19-1 1 4013 125L 53913 32-20 1
22-1 1 4013 125L 53914 33-7 4

4013 125L 53301 24-9 1 34-6 4
28-9 1 35-6 4

4013 125L 53345 24-13 1 37-7 4
2 5-13 1 39-6 5
26-11 1 40-T 4
28-14 1 41-6 5
29-12 1 4013 125L 53915 39-9 1
30-14 1 4013 125L 53939 31-26 1

4013 125L 53390 24-19 1 4013 125L 53940 31-24 1
25-19 1 4013 125L 53941 39-5 1
26-14 1 41-5 1

28-19 1 4013 125L 53942 31-25 1
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PROPERTY PROPERTY
CLASSIFICATION PART

FIGURE TOTAL CLASStFICATION PART
FIGURE TOTAL

&lNDEX QUAN- &INDEX QUAN-
NUMBER I NUMBER

U. S. U. S. BRITISH NUMBER TITY U. S. U. S• BRITISH NUMBER TITY
NAVY ARMY NAVY .ARMY

4013 125L 53967 19-3 1 4013 125L 55172 28-11 1
20-3 1 29-9 1

4013 125L 53981 39-3 1 30-11 1
41-3 1 4013 125L 55312 33-10 3

4013 125L 54017 19-2 1 34-7 4
20-2 1 4013 125L 55608 40-8 1

4013 125L 54018 19-2 1 4013 125L 55609 19-3 1
20-2 1 , 20-3 1

4013 125L 54019 19-2 1 4013 125L 55831 23-8 1
20-2 1 24-11 1

4013 125L 54096 12-2 1 25-11 1

4013 125L 54109 25-6 1 26-9 1
30-6 1 4013 125L 56109 33-9 4

4013 125L 54113 25-9 1 4013 125L 57276 41-7 1
30-9 1 4013 125L 57354 36-9 1

4013 125L 54120 6-1 1 37-4 1

4013 125L 54264 38-3 1 41-10 1

4013 125L 54265 14-3 1 4013 125L 57355 40-4 1

4013 125L 54465 21-2 1 4013 125L 57685 21-2 1

4013 125L 54478 32-9 1 22-2 1

4013 125L 54479 32-18 1 4013 125L 58008 27-18 1

4013 125L 54480 32-17 1 29-18 1

4013 125L 54481 32-15 1 4013 125L 58009 28-23 1

4013 125L 54482 32-13 1 30-23 1

4013 125L 54494 21-3 1 4013 125L 58013 7-1 1

22-3 1 4013 125L 58014 8-1 1

4013 125L 54518 39-4 1 12-1 1

, 4013 125L 54574 21-2 1 13-1 1
22-2 1 14-1 1

4013 125L 54939 5-1 1 16-1 1

4013 125L 54949 20-2 1 20-1 1

4013 125L 55149 27-9 1 21-1 1
28-12 1 4013 125L 58015 9-1 1
29-10 1 4013 125L 58016 10-1 1
30-12 1 4013 125L 58666 41-4 1

4013 125L 55172 27-8 1 4013 125L 58676 21-3 1
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RESTRICTED Section IV
AN 03-20CA-1 Standard Parts List

PART NOMEN- FIGURE & TOTAL PART NOMEN- FIGURE & TOTAL
NUMBER CLATURE INDEX NUMBER QUANTITY NUMBER CLATURE INDEX NUMBER QUANTITY

AN310-3 Nut 23-4 1 AN356-428 Palnut 25-20 4

24-3 2 26-15 4
25-3 2 27-15 4
26-4 1 28-20 4
27-4 1 · 29-15 4

28-3 2 30-20 4
29-4 1 AN356-1032 Palaut 36-5 1
30-3 2 AN365-1032 Nut 31-1 1

AN310-4 Nut 23-2 1 32-1 1
24-4 1 AN380-2-2 Pin-Cotter 23-3 3
25-4 1 24-2 4
26-2 1 25-2 4
27-2 1 26-3 3
28-4 1 27-3 2
29-2 1 28-2 3
30-4 1 29-3 2

AN310-5 Nut 33-5 4 30-2 2
34-4 4 31-10 1

35-4 4 32-7 1

37-5 4 AN380-2-3 Pin-Cotter 31-10 1

39-1 6 AN960-10 Washer 24-1 1
40-5 4 25-1 1
41-1 6 28-1 1

AN315-3R Nut 24-17 1 30-1 1
25-17 1 36-7 1
28-18 1 AN960-416 Washer 23-1 5
30-18 1 24-5 5
31-2 1 25-5 5
32-2 1 26-1 5
36-6 1 27-1 5

AN315-4R Nut 23-15 4 28-5 5
24-21 4 29-1 5
25-21 4

,

30-5 5
26-16 4 AN960-516 Washer 33-6 4
27-16 4 34-5 4
28-21 4 35-5 4
29-16 4 37-6 4
30-21 4 38-6 4

AN315-5R Nut 38-5 4 39-2 6
AN356-428 Palnut 23-14 4 40-6 4

24-20 4 41-2 6
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